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SMOOTH FOURIER MULTIPLIERS
ON GROUP VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
MARIUS JUNGE, TAO MEI, JAVIER PARCET
Abstract.We investigate Fourier multipliers on the compact dual of arbitrary
discrete groups. Our main result is a Ho¨rmander-Mihlin multiplier theorem for
finite-dimensional cocycles with optimal smoothness condition. We also find
Littlewood-Paley type inequalities in group von Neumann algebras, prove Lp
estimates for noncommutative Riesz transforms and characterize L∞ → BMO
boundedness for radial Fourier multipliers. The key novelties of our approach
are to exploit group cocycles and cross products in Fourier multiplier theory
in conjunction with BMO spaces associated to semigroups of operators and a
noncommutative generalization of Caldero´n-Zygmund theory.
Introduction and main results
Convergence of Fourier series and norm estimates for Fourier multipliers are
central in harmonic analysis. As far as Caldero´n-Zygmund methods are involved
very few results have been successfully transferred to other noneuclidean topological
groups. In this paper we study smooth Fourier multipliers frequency supported by
an arbitrary discrete group. For instance, the frequency group associated to the
n-dimensional torus is the integer lattice Zn and —by de Leeuw’s compactification
theorem [10]— we may impose the discrete topology on the frequency group of
Rn and still obtain the same family of Lp-multipliers. What can we say about
Lp-boundedness of Fourier multipliers for arbitrary discrete groups? What do we
mean by smoothness of the multiplier in that case? Basic unexplored examples
include duals of Cantor cubes, other discrete abelian groups, finite groups of large
cardinality, the discretized Heisenberg group, free groups... For nonabelian discrete
groups, the compact dual is a quantum group whose underlying space is a group von
Neumann algebra. These algebras are widely accepted and very well understood
in noncommutative geometry [6] and operator algebra [38]. In harmonic analysis
this approach was first considered in the ground-breaking results of Haagerup [21]
and Cowling/Haagerup [9] on the approximation property of group von Neumann
algebras. Up to isolated contributions [23, 49], the Lp-theory for Fourier multipliers
on these algebras is very much unexplored.
Let G be a discrete group with left regular representation λ : G→ B(ℓ2(G)) given
by λ(g)δh = δgh, where the δg’s form the unit vector basis of ℓ2(G). Write L(G)
for its group von Neumann algebra, the weak operator closure of the linear span of
λ(G). Given f ∈ L(G), we consider the standard normalized trace τG(f) = 〈δe, fδe〉
where e denotes the identity of G. Any such f has a Fourier series∑
g∈G
f̂(g)λ(g) with f̂(g) = τG(fλ(g
−1)) so that τG(f) = f̂(e).
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Let Lp(Ĝ) = Lp(L(G), τG) denote the Lp space over the noncommutative measure
space (L(G), τG) —so called noncommutative Lp spaces— equipped with the norm
‖f‖p =
∥∥∥∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g)
∥∥∥
p
=
(
τG
[∣∣∣∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g)
∣∣∣p ]) 1p .
We invite the reader to check that Lp(Ĝ) = Lp(Tn) for G = Zn, after identifying
λ(k) with e2πi〈k,·〉. In general, the absolute value and the power p are obtained from
functional calculus for this (unbounded) operator on ℓ2(G). A Fourier multiplier is
then given by
Tm :
∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g) 7→
∑
g
mg f̂(g)λ(g).
Going back to G = Zn, we find Fourier multipliers on the n-torus. We will say
that any smooth function m˜ : Rn → C is a lifting multiplier for m whenever its
restriction to Zn coincides with m. According to de Leeuw’s restriction theorem
[10], the Lp boundedness of Tm follows whenever there exists a well-behaved lifting
multiplier m˜ defining an Lp-bounded map in the ambient space R
n. In particular, if
1 < p <∞ it suffices to check the Ho¨rmander-Mihlin smoothness condition [25, 45]
m˜ ∈ C[n2 ]+1(Rn \ {0}) and ∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ . |ξ|−|β| for all |β| ≤ [n2 ]+ 1.
In the context of Lie groups, the role of Rn is replaced by the Lie algebra to find
similar formulations. Recall the remarkable work by Mu¨ller, Ricci, Stein and their
coauthors on nilpotent groups, see [46, 47, 64, 65] and the references therein. A
fundamental goal in this paper is to give sufficient differentiability conditions for the
Lp boundedness of multipliers on the compact dual of discrete groups. Unlike for
Zn, there is no standard differential structure to construct smooth lifting multipliers
for an arbitrary discrete G. The main novelty in our approach is to identify the
right endpoint spaces —intrinsic BMO’s over certain semigroups— using a broader
interpretation of tangent spaces in terms of length functions and cocycles.
An affine representation of G is an orthogonal representation α : G→ O(H) over
a real Hilbert space H together with a mapping b : G → H satisfying the cocycle
law b(gh) = αg(b(h)) + b(g). Given an affine representation (H, α, b), the function
ψ(g) = 〈b(g), b(g)〉H vanishes at the identity e, it is symmetric ψ(g) = ψ(g−1) and
conditionally negative, i.e.
∑
g βg = 0⇒
∑
g,h βgβhψ(g
−1h) ≤ 0. In this paper any
ψ : G→ R+ satisfying the properties above will be called a length. Conversely, we
know from Schoenberg’s theorem [70] that any length ψ determines a precise affine
representation (Hψ, αψ , bψ) satisfying ψ(g) = 〈bψ(g), bψ(g)〉Hψ , more details will be
given in the body of the paper. Ho¨rmander-Mihlin and de Leeuw classical theorems
are formulated in terms of the trivial cocycle coming from the heat semigroup. We
propose the Hilbert spaces Hψ as cocycle substitutes of the Lie algebra. Here is a
fairly simple formulation —see also Theorems B and 3.4— of our cocycle form of
Ho¨rmander-Mihlin theorem, valid for group von Neumann algebras.
Theorem A. Let G be a discrete group equipped with any length ψ : G → R+
satisfying dimHψ = n <∞. Let Tm :
∑
g f̂(g)λ(g) 7→
∑
gmgf̂(g)λ(g) and assume
there exists ε > 0 and m˜ : Hψ → C satisfying mg = m˜(bψ(g)) and∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ . min{|ξ|−|β|+ε, |ξ|−|β|−ε} for |β| ≤ [n2 ]+ 1.
Then, Tm : Lp(Ĝ)→ Lp(Ĝ) is a completely bounded multiplier for all 1 < p <∞.
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Completely bounded (cb) means that Tm ⊗ id is a multiplier on Lp(Ĝ ×H) for
every discrete group H. Theorem A is sharp in terms of the number of derivatives
related to the cocycle dimension. On the contrary, the additional ε is a prize we
pay for noncommutativity. It can be removed under assumptions like
i) G is abelian,
ii) bψ(G) is a lattice in Rn,
iii) αψ(G) is a finite subgroup of O(n),
iv) The multiplier is ψ-radial, i.e. mg = h(ψ(g)).
Theorem A is a cocycle extension of the Mihlin multiplier theorem, more than
merely a noncommutative form of it. Indeed, it provides new results even for finite
or abelian groups. For instance, we may find low dimensional injective cocycles for
finite groups of large cardinality, like Zn or the symmetric permutation groups Sn
where we find injective cocycles with dimHψ = 2 << n and dimHψ = n << n!
respectively. To the best of our knowledge, there are no similar results for finite
groups. In the Euclidean (non-discrete) context of Rn, we will also analyze the
classical Ho¨rmander-Mihlin and de Leeuw’s theorems under our perspective, which
naturally gives rise to a large family of exotic Fourier multipliers.
The presence of ε > 0 in Theorem A excludes some central examples, like the
ψ-directional Riesz transforms which are naturally defined for η ∈ Hψ —recalling
that ψ(g) = 〈bψ(g), bψ(g)〉Hψ— as
Rη
(∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g)
)
= −i
∑
g
〈bψ(g), η〉Hψ√
ψ(g)
f̂(g)λ(g).
These multipliers are covered by Theorem B below, which exploits the semigroup
Sψ = (Sψ,t)t≥0 with Sψ,t : λ(g) 7→ e−tψ(g)λ(g) and the BMO space constructed
with it. Namely, define
BMOSψ =
{
f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ)
∣∣ ‖f‖BMOSψ = max{‖f‖BMOcSψ , ‖f∗‖BMOcSψ} <∞},
where f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ) ⊂ L2(Ĝ) if f̂(g) = 0 whenever ψ(g) = 0 and
‖f‖BMOcSψ = supt>0
∥∥∥(Sψ,t|f |2 − |Sψ,tf |2) 12∥∥∥
L(G)
with |f |2 = f∗f.
The following result proves the Lp-boundedness of ψ-directional Riesz transforms.
Theorem B. Given (G, ψ) and
Tm :
∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g) 7→
∑
g
mgf̂(g)λ(g)
as above, let m˜ : Hψ → C be a lifting multiplier for m = m˜ ◦ bψ such that
i) L2-row/column condition∥∥m˜∥∥
schur
= inf
m˜(αψ,g(ξ))=〈Aξ,Bg〉K
(ξ,g)∈Hψ×G
K Hilbert
(
sup
ξ∈Hψ
‖Aξ‖K sup
g∈G
‖Bg‖K
)
< ∞.
ii) Ho¨rmander-Mihlin smoothness
m˜ ∈ Cn+2(Rn \ {0}) and ∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ . |ξ|−|β| for all |β| ≤ n+ 2.
Then, Tm : L(G) cb−→ BMOSψ and Tm : Lp(Ĝ) cb−→ Lp(Ĝ) for every 1 < p <∞.
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As Theorem A, the above result holds for any finite-dimensional cocycle. In the
particular case of Riesz transforms, it is meaningful to wonder if Riesz transforms
associated to infinite-dimensional cocycles are also bounded. This follows from a
dimension free estimate [32] with applications for other multipliers. Both Theorems
A and B can be used either to construct Fourier multipliers or to test the Lp
boundedness of a fixed multiplier. The real challenge in the latter case is to find
the right length/cocycle bψ and the lifting m˜ such that mg = m˜(bψ(g)). This is
exactly the topic of Fefferman’s smooth interpolation of data [15, 16, 17] relative
to the set bψ(G). If ∆ψ = infg 6=h ‖bψ(g) − bψ(h)‖2Hψ > 0, we call the cocycle bψ
well-separated. The Ho¨rmander-Mihlin theorem for the n-torus corresponds to the
standard cocycle Zn ⊂ Rn with the trivial action α. Up to changes of basis, it
is the only finite-dimensional, injective, well-separated cocycle of Zn. Accordingly
we call bψ standard if it is injective and well-separated. By a classical theorem
of Bieberbach [2], a standard finite-dimensional cocycle of G can only exist if G is
virtually abelian. This excludes for instance infinite discrete groups with Kazhdan’s
property (T). The novelty in our approach is to allow for clustering in the set bψ(G)
and thus go beyond the class of virtually abelian groups. Of course, our hypotheses
lead to look for disperse clouds bψ(G) living in low dimensional spaces Hψ. We
refer to Paragraph 6.1 for a description of the intriguing interplay between these
“competing” requirements.
Our methods also lead to Littlewood-Paley type estimates. Square function
inequalities in noncommutative Lp spaces require to combine the so-called row and
column square functions appropriately. Given a von Neumann algebra M, the
spaces Lp(M; ℓr2) and Lp(M; ℓc2) are the closure of finite sequences (fj) in Lp(M)
with respect to the norms∥∥∥(∑
j
fjf
∗
j
) 1
2
∥∥∥
Lp(M)
and
∥∥∥(∑
j
f∗j fj
) 1
2
∥∥∥
Lp(M)
respectively. The right combination
Lp(M; ℓ2rc) =
{
Lp(M; ℓr2) + Lp(M; ℓc2) (1 ≤ p ≤ 2)
Lp(M; ℓr2) ∩ Lp(M; ℓc2) (2 ≤ p ≤ ∞)
was discovered in the formulation of the noncommutative Khintchine inequalities
[40, 41]. Given a length function ψ : G → R+ arising from an n-dimensional
cocycle, consider a sequence of functions (hj)j≥1 in C[n2 ]+1(R+ \ {0}) such that∑
j | d
k
dξk
hj(ξ)|2 ≤ cn|ξ|−2k for all k ≤ [n2 ] + 1 and define
Lψ,jf =
∑
g
hj(ψ(g))f̂(g)λ(g) and Λψ(f) =
∑
j
Lψ,jf ⊗ δj .
Theorem C. If 1 < p <∞, we have
i) Λψ : Lp(Ĝ)
cb−→ Lp(Ĝ; ℓ2rc), that is∥∥∥∑
j
Lψ,jf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(Ĝ;ℓ2rc)
≤cb cp ‖f‖Lp(Ĝ).
ii) Additionally, if
∑
j |hj(ξ)|2 = 1 for all ξ 6= 0
‖f‖Lp(Ĝ) ≤cb cp
∥∥∥∑
j
Lψ,jf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(Ĝ;ℓ2rc)
,
so that Λψ : Lp(Ĝ)→ Lp(Ĝ; ℓ2rc) becomes a complete embedding.
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Theorem C is a crucial tool for the main results in [32, 53], see Theorem 4.3
for a formulation including L∞ → BMO type estimates. A noncommutative form
of Caldero´n-Zygmund theory requires to find suitable substitutes for the interplay
metric/measure in commutative spaces. Theorems A, B and C emerge from CZO’s
on von Neumann algebras R ⋊ G, where G acts on a von Neumann algebra R
which factors as a tensor product of the Bohr compactification of Rn and some
other noncommutative measure space (M, τ). The key link with our main results
comes from the intertwining identities
πψ ◦ Sψ,t =
(
St ⋊ idG
) ◦ πψ and πψ ◦ Tm = (Tm˜ ⋊ idL(G)) ◦ πψ,
where (St)t≥0 denotes the heat semigroup on Hψ —equipped with the discrete
topology— and πψ : L(G) → L(Hψ) ⋊αψ G is the ∗-homomorphism determined
by λ(g) 7→ exp(2πi〈bψ(g), · 〉Hψ) ⋊ λ(g). The first intertwining identity yields an
embedding BMOSψ → BMOS⋊ with S⋊,t = St ⋊ idG. This explains our interest
on BMO spaces over semigroups of cp maps. In the classical theory we find BMO
spaces associated to a metric or a martingale filtration. Duong and Yan [12, 13]
extended it to certain semigroups —see also [1, 24]— but still imposing the existence
of a metric in the underlying space, something that a priori we do not have at our
disposal. Interpolation results with Lp spaces [31] are deduced from the theory of
noncommutative martingales with continuous index set [34] and a theory of Markov
dilations with continuous path [35].
Let R̂ndisc be the Bohr compactification of R
n, the Pontryagin dual of Rn equipped
with the discrete topology. Since ψ(g) = ‖bψ(g)‖2Hψ a multiplierm : G→ C is called
ψ-radial if mg = h(ψ(g)) for some h : R+ → C, so that we find a lifting m˜ which
is radial on Hψ . We will use the little Grothendieck theorem [20, 55, 61] for the
following characterization of L∞ → BMO boundedness for ψ-radial multipliers.
Theorem D. If h : R+ → C, TFAE
i) Th◦| |2 : L∞(R
n)→ BMORn bounded,
ii) Th◦| |2 : L∞(R̂
n
disc)→ BMOS′ bounded,
iii) Th◦ψ : L(G)→BMOSψ bounded for all G discrete with dimHψ = n,
with S ′ the heat semigroup on R̂ndisc. Moreover, ii) ⇔ iii) still holds for n =∞.
Our results in this paper show some impact of cohomology in Fourier multiplier
theory. Tools from classical harmonic analysis impose that dimHψ <∞, but many
interesting cocycles are constructed on infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. In fact
certain exotic groups like the Tarski monster or some Burnside groups, do not admit
finite-dimensional cocycles at all. Fortunately, Theorem D for radial multipliers and
the dimension free estimates for Riesz transforms in [32] indicate that this is not the
end of Fourier multiplier theory. Since Aψ(λ(g)) = ψ(g)λ(g) generates Sψ, radial
multipliers are of the form h(Aψ), already considered by McIntosh’s H∞-calculus
for analytic h. Theorem A imposes considerably weaker conditions and Theorem
D provides new Fourier multipliers even for infinite-dimensional cocycles. The
imaginary powers ψ(g)is and other examples of Laplace transforms are included as
shown in [31]. As an illustration in G = Rn, the lengths
ψ(ξ) = 1−
∫
Rn
f0(x)f0(x− ξ) dx
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with ‖f0‖2 = 1 or ψ(ξ) =
∫
Ω
|∑j ξjfj| dµ with fj ∈ L1(Ω, µ) come from infinite
dimensional cocycles and taking f0 = χΣ, we obtain highly irregular ψ’s. Other
examples will be given in [32]. These mξ = ψ(ξ)
is are just exotic forms of Stein’s
imaginary powers and Lp-boundedness for 1 < p < ∞ is guaranteed. The main
novelty from our method is that we may identify the endpoint estimates for Tm
associated to mξ = ψ(ξ)
is, so that Tm : L∞(Rn)→ BMOSψ .
The paper essentially follows the order established in this Introduction. At
the end of the paper, we review some classical multiplier theorems in Rn under
our cocycle formulation. We illustrate our main results on noncommutative tori
and the free group algebra. As an application, we also construct in Corollary 5.9
new examples of Rieffel’s quantum metric spaces for the compact dual of virtually
abelian groups. We conclude with a geometric analysis of our results. We shall
assume some background on von Neumann algebras, noncommutative Lp and Hardy
spaces, as well as some operator space terminology. Standard references on operator
algebra are [38, 73]. We refer to [51, Section 1] for a brief review of the results from
noncommutative integration needed for this paper. A more in depth discussion is
given in Pisier/Xu’s survey [63]. The p-norms of row/column square functions and
corresponding Hardy spaces appear in [29, 57, 62]. Two excellent books on operator
space theory are Effros/Ruan and Pisier monographs [14, 59].
Acknowledgement. Over the last years, we have discussed our results with many
colleagues. We thank the interesting comments and bibliographic references from
A. Carbery, G. Garrigo´s, D. Mu¨ller, N. Ozawa, J. Peterson, E´. Ricard, A. Seeger, A.
Thom and J. Wright. We are also indebted to the referee for his comments, which
led to a significantly more transparent presentation. Junge is partially supported
by the NSF DMS-0901457 and DMS-1201886, Mei by the NSF DMS-1266042 and
Parcet by the ERC Grant StG-256997-CZOSQP and MTM2010-16518. Junge and
Parcet are also supported in part by ICMAT Severo Ochoa Grant SEV-2011-0087.
1. BMO spaces
We begin by introducing BMO spaces on finite von Neumann algebras associated
to a Markov semigroup of operators. We will relate this construction with the
standard definition of BMO in the Euclidean spaces. In the context of Fourier
multipliers, we will prove an L∞ → BMO form of de Leeuw’s compactification
theorem [10] and construct a normal extension of Fourier multipliers defined on
finite von Neumann algebras.
1.1. Semigroup BMO spaces. Let us briefly review the theory developed in [31]
of BMO spaces constructed over Markov semigroups. A semigroup of operators
S = (St)t≥0 acting on a noncommutative probability space (M, τ) —a finite von
Neumann algebra M equipped with a normal finite faithful trace τ— is called a
noncommutative Markov semigroup when:
i) St(1M) = 1M for all t ≥ 0,
ii) Each St is weak-∗ continuous and completely positive on M,
iii) Each St is self-adjoint, i.e. τ((Stf)
∗g) = τ(f∗(Stg)) for f, g ∈ M∩L2(M),
iv) Stf → f as t→ 0+ in the weak-∗ topology of M.
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These conditions are reminiscent of Stein’s notion [71]. They imply that St is trace
preserving and extends to a semigroup of complete contractions on Lp(M) for any
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. S admits an infinitesimal generator
−A = lim
t→0
St − idM
t
with St = exp(−tA).
In the L2 setting, A is a densely defined positive unbounded operator. In general
we write Ap for the generator of the realization of S on Lp(M). Note that kerAp is
a complemented subspace of Lp(M). Let Ep denote the corresponding projection
and Jp = idLp(M) − Ep. Consider the complemented spaces
L◦p(M) = Jp(Lp(M)) =
{
f ∈ Lp(M)
∣∣ lim
t→∞
Stf = 0
}
.
The BMO space on (M, τ) associated to S = (St)t≥0 is defined as
BMOS(M) =
{
f ∈ L◦2(M)
∣∣ max{‖f‖BMOcS , ‖f∗‖BMOcS} <∞},
where the column BMO seminorm is given by
‖f‖BMOcS = sup
t>0
∥∥∥(St(f∗f)− St(f)∗St(f)) 12∥∥∥
M
.
This definition makes sense since we know from the Kadison-Schwarz inequality
that St(f)
∗St(f) ≤ St(f∗f). The null space of this seminorm is the fixed-point
subspace kerA∞ of our semigroup. Indeed, if ‖f‖BMOcS = 0 we know from [5] that
f belongs to the multiplicative domain of St, so that
τ(gf) = τ(St/2(gf)) = τ(St/2(g)St/2(f)) = τ(gSt(f)).
This proves that f is fixed by the semigroup. Reciprocally, kerA∞ is a ∗-subalgebra
of M by [37]. Thus, the seminorm vanishes on kerA∞. In particular, we obtain a
norm after quotienting out kerA∞, which justifies our definition of BMOS(M) as a
subspace of L◦2(M) = J2(L2(M)). The definition of BMOS(M) for semifinite pairs
(M, τ) is more subtle and it demands some terminology from the theory of Hilbert
modules. We will avoid that degree of generality by specifying in Paragraph 1.2
the relation of these BMO spaces with the classical one in Rn.
Remark 1.1. We impose the operator space structure given by
Mk(BMOS(M)) = BMOŜ(k)(Mk(M)) with Ŝ(k),t = St ⊗ idMk .
If S⊗,t = St ⊗ idB(ℓ2) we say f ∈ BMOS⊗(M⊗¯B(ℓ2)) when the norm of the Mk
truncations (id⊗Πk)f(id⊗Πk) in Mk(BMOS(M)) is uniformly bounded in k ≥ 1.
It will be essential for us to provide interpolation results between semigroup type
BMO spaces and the corresponding noncommutative Lp spaces. It is a hard problem
to identify the minimal regularity on the semigroup S = (St)t≥0 which suffices for
this purpose. The first substantial progress was announced in a preliminary version
of [30], where the gradient form 2Γ(f1, f2) = A(f
∗
1 )f2 + f
∗
1A(f2) − A(f∗1 f2) with
A the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup, was a key tool in finding sufficient
regularity conditions in terms of nice Markov dilations. Concretely, we will say that
a Markov semigroup admitting a reversed Markov dilation with almost uniformly
(a.u.) continuous path —see [30] for precise definitions— is regular. As it follows
from [35], all the semigroups that we handle in this paper are regular. The following
result will be crucial in what follows, we refer the reader to [31] for the proof.
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Theorem 1.2. If S = (St)t≥0 is regular on (M, τ)[
BMOS(M), L◦p(M)
]
p/q
≃cb L◦q(M) for all 1 ≤ p < q <∞.
1.2. Relation with Euclidean BMO. Let us briefly recall the construction of
operator-valued BMO spaces from [42, 48] and relate it with the semigroup formulas
above. Given a noncommutative measure space (M, τ), we will write (R, ϕ) for the
von Neumann algebra generated by essentially bounded functions f : Rn → M
which comes equipped with the trace ϕ(f) =
∫
Rn
τ(f(y)) dy. In other words, we
set R = L∞(Rn)⊗¯M. On the other hand, recall that given a measure space (Ω, µ)
the norm in L∞(M;Lc2(Ω, µ)) is
‖f‖L∞(M;Lc2(Ω,µ)) =
∥∥∥( ∫
Ω
|f(ω)|2dµ(ω)
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M
.
A more precise definition of these spaces can be found for instance in [29]. If we
set (Ω, µ) = (Rn, µn) equipped with the measure dµn(x) = (1 + |x|n+1)−1dx, we
define the corresponding column BMO spaces as follows
BMOcR =
{
f ∈ L∞
(M;Lc2(Rn, µn)) ∣∣ sup
Q∈Q
∥∥∥(−∫
Q
|f(x)− fQ|2 dx
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M
<∞
}
,
where Q is the set of Euclidean balls in Rn and fQ denotes the average of f over Q.
The measure µn is chosen so that BMO
c
R defined as above is complete. Also, we will
use that fQ ∈ M for all f ∈ L∞(M;Lc2(Rn, µn)), see [42] for further details. The
row BMO space is defined similarly, the norm being ‖f‖BMOrR = ‖f∗‖BMOcR . As it is
customary, the space BMOR is defined as the intersection of row and column BMO
and it comes equipped with the maximum of both norms, see [42] for further details.
As above, we impose the operator space structure Mk(BMOR) = BMOMk(R).
Let us now explain the relation between these spaces and semigroup BMO type
norms. Note that we have deliberately omitted the definition of the latter spaces for
non-finite von Neumann algebras, although the row and column BMO seminorms
for bounded elements may be defined as in the finite case. The heat semigroup on
Rn has an integral representation
St(f)(x) =
∫
Rn
kt(x, y)f(y)dy with kt(x, y) =
1
(4πt)
n
2
exp
(−|x− y|2
4t
)
.
Let Br(x) be the Euclidean ball of radius r centered at x, and let
EBr(x)f =
1
|Br(x)|
∫
Br(x)
f(y)dy =
Γ(n2 + 1)
π
n
2 rn
∫
Br(x)
f(y)dy.
Then St is a ‘global’ mean value operator as a convex combination of EBr(x)’s
Stf(x) =
1
(4πt)
n
2
∫
Rn
(∫ ∞
|x−y|2
4t
e−udu
)
f(y)dy
=
1
(4πt)
n
2
∫
R+
(∫
B√4ut(x)
f(y)dy
)
e−udu
=
1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−u u
n
2
(
EB√4ut(x)f
)
du.
Of course, the same identity holds for operator-valued functions f : Rn →M.
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Lemma 1.3. Given k ≥ 1 and f ∈Mk(R)
‖f‖Mk(BMOcR) ∼cn sup
t>0
∥∥∥(S(k)⊗,t|f |2 − |S(k)⊗,tf |2) 12 ∥∥∥
Mk(R)
,
where S
(k)
⊗,t = St ⊗ idMk(M) and the constant cn only depends on the dimension n.
Proof. It suffices to assume k = 1. The identity(
S⊗,t|f |2 − |S⊗,tf |2
)
(x) =
(
S⊗,t
∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2)(x)
with S⊗,t = St ⊗ idM follows from our expression of St as a global mean. Thus(
S⊗,t|f |2 − |S⊗,tf |2
)
(x)
=
1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−u u
n
2 EB√4ut(x)
∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2 du
=
1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−u u
n
2 EB√4ut(x)
∣∣∣ 1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−vv
n
2
(
f − EB√4vt(x)f
)
dv
∣∣∣2 du
≤ 1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−u u
n
2
1
Γ(n2 + 1)
∫
R+
e−v v
n
2 EB√4ut(x)
∣∣f − EB√4vt(x)f ∣∣2 dv du
≤ 1
Γ(n2 + 1)
2
(∫
R+
∫
R+
e−u u
n
2 e−v v
n
2
(u2 + v2
uv
)n
2
du dv
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
cn
‖f‖2BMOcR ,
where we have used the operator convexity of the function | |2. For the upper
estimate, fix a ball Br(x) and fix t so that |Br(x)| = (4πt)n2 . With this choice it is
very simple to observe that EBr(x)h ≤ c′n S⊗,th(x) for any h ≥ 0. Moreover, using
again the operator convexity of | |2 and Kadison-Schwarz inequality we deduce the
following estimate
EBr(x)
∣∣f − EBr(x)f ∣∣2
. EBr(x)
(∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2 + ∣∣EBr(x)f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2) . EBr(x)∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2.
Combining the estimates above we finally obtain(
EBr(x)
∣∣f − EBr(x)f ∣∣2) 12 . (EBr(x)∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2) 12
≤ c′n
(
S⊗,t
∣∣f − S⊗,tf(x)∣∣2) 12 (x)
≤ c′n sup
t>0
∥∥∥(S⊗,t|f |2 − |S⊗,tf |2) 12∥∥∥
R
and the assertion follows taking norms in M and suprema in the balls Br(x). 
Remark 1.4. When R = L∞(Rn) and M = C, we will write BMORn for BMOR.
1.3. An L∞ → BMO de Leeuw theorem. Let us now present a variation of de
Leeuw’s compactification theorem [10]. Instead of focusing on Lp-boundedness, we
will be concerned instead with L∞ → BMO type estimates. Recall that we write
Rndisc for R
n equipped with the discrete topology. Since Rn and Rndisc coincide as
sets, we let Ξ denote it. According to Pontryagin duality, the continuous characters
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on Rn and its compactification are both indexed by Ξ. Write χξ and χ
′
ξ for the
continuous characters on Rn and its Bohr compactification respectively. According
to the construction of the Bohr compactification, we find a universal inclusion map
Ψ : Rn → R̂ndisc with dense image and such that
χ′ξ(Ψ(x)) = χξ(x)
for all (ξ, x) ∈ Ξ × Rn. The key point here is that the L∞ norms coincide on
trigonometric polynomials. More concretely, let Λ be a finite subset of Ξ and
consider the polynomials f =
∑
ξ∈Λ aξχξ and f
′ =
∑
ξ∈Λ aξχ
′
ξ. Then continuity of
f, f ′ and density of Ψ(Rn) give
‖f ′‖L∞(R̂ndisc) = supx∈Rn |f
′ ◦Ψ(x)| = sup
x∈Rn
|f(x)| = ‖f‖L∞(Rn).
On the other hand, let S = (St)t≥0 and S ′ = (S′t)t≥0 denote respectively the heat
semigroups on Rn and its Bohr compactification. Let us also consider a symbol
m˜ : Ξ→ C which yields a Fourier multiplier
T̂m˜f(ξ) = m˜(ξ)f̂(ξ)
in Rn and R̂ndisc, considering of course the corresponding Fourier transform for each
case. Then, since the algebra of trigonometric polynomials is preserved in both
cases by the heat semigroup and the Fourier multiplier, we may use the above
isometry together with Lemma 1.3 to obtain
‖Tm˜f ′‖BMOS′ (R̂ndisc) = supt>0
∥∥∥(S′t|Tm˜f ′|2 − |S′tTm˜f ′|2) 12∥∥∥
L∞(R̂ndisc)
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥(St|Tm˜f |2 − |StTm˜f |2) 12 ∥∥∥
L∞(Rn)
∼cn ‖Tm˜f‖BMORn .
Let ARn and AR̂n
disc
be the algebras of trigonometric polynomials in Rn and R̂ndisc.
Lemma 1.5. We have∥∥Tm˜ : ARn → BMORn∥∥ ∼cn ∥∥Tm˜ : AR̂ndisc → BMOS′(R̂ndisc)∥∥.
Moreover, the same holds for cb-norms under the given operator space structures.
Proof. Evenin the operator space level it follows from the considerations above. 
1.4. Normal extension of Fourier multipliers. Lemma 1.5 has been formulated
for simplicity in the (weak-∗ dense) algebra of trigonometric polynomials. Other
auxiliary results below will be also formulated in weak-∗ dense algebras. This is
possible since we can always find a unique weak-∗ continuous extension of Fourier
multipliers which are defined over trigonometric polynomials. Before proving such
statement, we need a duality result. Let ψ : G → R+ be any length on some
discrete group G and denote by Sψ = (Sψ,t)t≥0 the associated Markov semigroup
λ(g) 7→ exp(−tψ(g))λ(g) on (L(G), τG). Let H1(Sψ) denote the closure of L◦2(Ĝ)
with respect to
‖f‖H1(Sψ) = sup
‖h‖BMOSψ
≤1
|τG(fh∗)|
with the operator space structure
‖f‖Mk(H1(Sψ)) = ‖f‖CB(BMOSψ ,Mk).
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Then, we shall prove in the Appendix that the map
f ∈ BMOSψ 7→ φf ∈ H1(Sψ)∗
with φf densely defined by φf (h) = τG(f
∗h) for h ∈ L◦2(Ĝ) is a complete isomor-
phism.
Lemma 1.6. Let ψ : G→ R+ be any length on some discrete group G and denote
by Sψ = (Sψ,t)t≥0 the associated Markov semigroup λ(g) 7→ exp(−tψ(g))λ(g) on
(L(G), τG). Let AG be the algebra of trigonometric polynomials in L(G) and assume
that Tm : AG → BMOSψ is a bounded Fourier multiplier for some bounded symbol
m : G → C. Then, Tm extends uniquely to a normal (i.e. weak-∗ continuous)
bounded operator
T˜m : L(G)→ BMOSψ .
Moreover, if Tm : AG cb−→ BMOSψ its normal extension is also completely bounded.
Proof. Let T ∗m be the adjoint of Tm as an operator on L2(Ĝ). It suffices to show
that
‖T ∗mf‖L1(Ĝ) . ‖f‖H1(Sψ)
for all f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ). Indeed, by the density of L◦2(Ĝ) in H1(Sψ) this would imply that
T ∗m : H1(Sψ) → L1(Ĝ). Taking adjoints and applying the duality theorem proved
in the Appendix, we see that
T˜m = T
∗∗
m : L(G)→ BMOSψ
is the weak-∗ continuous extension of Tm we were looking for. The uniqueness
trivially follows from the weak-∗ density of AG. In order to prove the inequality at
the beginning of this proof, we note that T ∗mf ∈ L◦2(Ĝ) ⊂ L◦1(Ĝ) for all f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ)
sincem : G→ C is bounded. Moreover, by Kaplansky density theorem the unit ball
of AG is weak-∗ dense in the unit ball of L(G). Therefore, we obtain the following
inequality
‖T ∗mf‖L1(Ĝ) = sup
a∈AG
‖a‖L(G)≤1
∣∣〈a, T ∗mf〉∣∣ ≤ ∥∥Tm : AG → BMOSψ∥∥ ‖f‖H1(Sψ)
for any f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ). A similar argument applies for completely bounded norms. 
2. Crossed product extensions
We now study the L∞ → BMO boundedness of semidirect product extensions of
semicommutative CZO’s. Our results are of independent interest, regarded as a first
step through Caldero´n-Zygmund theory on fully noncommutative von Neumann
algebras, see [33] for related results.
2.1. Crossed products. Given a discrete group G with left regular representation
λ : G→ B(ℓ2(G)), let L(G) denote its group von Neumann algebra and Lp(Ĝ) the
associated noncommutative Lp space, as defined in the Introduction. Note that
for G abelian we get the Lp space on the dual group equipped with its normalized
Haar measure. We will sometimes keep the terminology L(G) for p = ∞. Given
another noncommutative probability space (M, τ) with M ⊂ B(H), assume that
there exists a trace preserving action α : G→ Aut(M). Define the crossed product
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algebra M ⋊α G as the weak operator closure in M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)) of the ∗-algebra
generated by ρ(M) and Λ(G), where the ∗-representations ρ :M→M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))
and Λ : G→M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)) are given by
ρ(f) =
∑
h∈G
αh−1(f)⊗ eh,h and Λ(g) =
∑
h∈G
1M ⊗ egh,h,
with eg,h the matrix units for B(ℓ2(G)). A generic element of M ⋊α G can be
formally written as
∑
g∈G fg ⋊α λ(g) (understanding the infinite sum as a limit in
the weak-∗ topology), where each fg ∈M. With this convention, we may embed the
crossed product algebraM⋊αG intoM⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)) by means of the map j = ρ⋊Λ.
Indeed, we have
j
(∑
g
fg ⋊α λ(g)
)
=
∑
g
ρ(fg)Λ(g)
=
∑
g
(∑
h,h′
(
αh−1(fg)⊗ eh,h
)(
1M ⊗ egh′,h′
))
=
∑
g
(∑
h
αh−1(fg)⊗ eh,g−1h
)
=
∑
g
(∑
h
α(gh)−1(fg)⊗ egh,h
)
.
Similar computations lead to
• (f ⋊α λ(g))∗ = αg−1(f∗)⋊α λ(g−1),
• (f ⋊α λ(g))(f ′ ⋊α λ(g′)) = fαg(f ′)⋊α λ(gg′),
• τ ⋊ τG(f ⋊α λ(g)) = τ ⊗ τG(f ⊗ λ(g)) = δg=eτ(f).
Since α will be fixed, we relax the terminology and write
∑
g fgλ(g) ∈ M ⋊G for
generic elements in the crossed product, instead of
∑
g fg ⋊α λ(g). We say that a
semigroup S = (St)t≥0 on (M, τ) is G-equivariant if
αgSt = Stαg for (t, g) ∈ R+ ×G.
If S is a G-equivariant Markov semigroup on M, let S⋊ = (St ⋊ idG)t≥0 and
S⊗ = (St ⊗ idB(ℓ2(G)))t≥0 denote the cross/tensor product amplification of our
semigroup on M ⋊G and M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)) respectively. Note that the Markovianity
of S⋊ relies on the G-equivariance of S. Let AM⋊G be the subalgebra of finite
sums
∑
g fgλ(g) ∈ M ⋊G. In the following result, we compute the BMOS⋊-norm
of elements in AM⋊G in terms of the map j = ρ⋊Λ defined above. Recall that we
write S
(k)
⊗,t for the k-th matrix amplification S⊗,t ⊗ idMk .
Lemma 2.1. If S is G-equivariant, k ≥ 1 and f ∈Mk(AM⋊G)
‖f‖Mk(BMOcS⋊ (M⋊G)) = supt>0
∥∥∥(S(k)⊗,t|j(f)|2 − |S(k)⊗,tj(f)|2) 12 ∥∥∥
Mk(M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)))
.
Proof. If f ∈ AM⋊G, we have
S⋊,t|f |2 − |S⋊,tf |2 =
∑
g,h∈G
αg−1
(
St(f
∗
g fh)− St(f∗g )St(fh)
)
λ(g−1h)
since S is G-equivariant. Then, simple algebraic calculations yield
j
(
S⋊,t|f |2 − |S⋊,tf |2
)
= S⊗,t|j(f)|2 − |S⊗,tj(f)|2.
Moreover, the exact same calculations show that the identity above remains valid
after matrix amplification. Therefore, the assertion follows from the fact that the
map j = ρ⋊ Λ is a complete isometry M ⋊G→M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)). 
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2.2. Equivariant extension. Given (Mj , τj)j=1,2 noncommutative probability
spaces, assume GyMj by trace preserving actions αj . Let S2 = (S2,t)t≥0 denote
a G-equivariant Markov semigroup on (M2, τ2). Given a weak-∗ dense α1-invariant
subalgebra A1 of M1, consider a map
T : A1 → BMOS2(M2)
satisfying T (A1) ⊂ M2. Then we say that T is G-equivariant if α2,gTf = Tα1,gf
for all g ∈ G and all f ∈ A1. Note that our assumption T (A1) ⊂ M2 is used in
the definition. Let S2⋊ = (S2,t ⋊ idG)t≥0 denote the cross product (Markovian)
extension of S2 acting on M2 ⋊G. Let
AA1⋊G =
{
f =
∑
g∈Λ
fgλ(g)
∣∣ fg ∈ A1, Λ ⊂ G finite} ⊂M1 ⋊G.
Note that AA1⋊G is a subalgebra by α1-invariance of A1. Moreover, Kaplansky
density theorem implies that the unit ball of AA1⋊G —the space of trigonometric
polynomials in A1 ⋊ G— is weak-∗ dense in the unit ball of M1 ⋊ G. We now
construct a completely bounded extension T ⋊ idG : AA1⋊G → BMOS2⋊(M2⋊G).
Lemma 2.2. If T : A1 cb−→ BMOS2(M2) is G-equivariant
T ⋊ idG : AA1⋊G → BMOS2⋊(M2 ⋊G) is also completely bounded.
The same conclusion holds when T is bounded and the Mj’s are commutative.
Proof. Let
j1 :M1 ⋊G→M1⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)),
j2 :M2 ⋊G→M2⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)),
stand for the natural injections. Given g ∈ G and fg ∈ A1, we have
j2
(
T ⋊ idG(fgλ(g))
)
=
∑
h
T (α1,(gh)−1(fg))⊗ egh,h = T ⊗ idB(ℓ2(G))
(
j1(fgλ(g))
)
by G-equivariance of T . By linearity, this identity trivially extends to arbitrary
elements in AA1⋊G. On the other hand, the α1-invariance of A1 implies that
j1(AA1⋊G) ⊂ A1 ⊗ B(ℓ2(G)). In particular, if we set
T
(k)
⋊G = T ⋊ idG ⊗ idMk ,
T
(k)
⊗G = T ⊗ idB(ℓ2(G)) ⊗ idMk ,
we obtain from Lemma 2.1 the following estimate for f ∈Mk(AA1⋊G)∥∥T (k)
⋊Gf
∥∥
Mk(BMOcS2⋊ )
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥(S(k)2⊗,t∣∣j(k)2 (T (k)⋊Gf)∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2⊗,tj(k)2 (T (k)⋊Gf)∣∣2) 12 ∥∥∥
Mk(M2⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)))
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥(S(k)2⊗,t∣∣T (k)⊗G(j(k)1 f)∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2⊗,tT (k)⊗G(j(k)1 f)∣∣2) 12 ∥∥∥
Mk(M2⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)))
.
Now, since the semigroup S
(k)
2⊗,t is given by St ⊗ idB(ℓ2(G)) ⊗ idMk and
T
(k)
⊗G(j
(k)
1 (f)) ∈ T (A1)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))⊗Mk ⊂M2⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))⊗Mk,
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we may use the operator space structure of BMOcS2(M2) to deduce that∥∥T (k)
⋊Gf
∥∥
Mk(BMOcS2⋊ )
≤ ∥∥T : A1 → BMOcS2∥∥cb ‖f‖Mk(AA1⋊G).
Here we have also used that j1 is a complete isometry M1 ⋊G →M1⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)).
Note that our argument above is also valid for row BMO norms. Hence, this
completes the proof of the first assertion in the statement. For the second one, we
may assume that (Mj , τj) is of the form L∞(Ωj , µj). According to the first part of
the statement it suffices to see that any bounded map
T : L∞(Ω1)→ BMOS2(Ω2)
is indeed cb bounded. Our argument is row/column symmetric and we just consider
the column case. Given a matrix-valued function f = (fij) : Ω1 →Mk, let us write
T (k) for T ⊗ idMk . Then we have∥∥T (k)f∥∥
Mk(BMOcS2 (Ω2))
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥(S(k)2,t ∣∣T (k)f ∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2,t T (k)f ∣∣2) 12∥∥∥
L∞(Ω2;Mk)
= sup
t>0
‖ξ‖ℓ2(k)≤1
ess sup
w∈Ω2
〈
ξ,
[
S
(k)
2,t
∣∣T (k)f ∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2,t T (k)f ∣∣2](w)ξ〉 12
ℓ2(k)
.
This quantity may be approximated by fixing some (t0, ξ0) ∈ R+ × ℓ2(k) and the
essential supremum can also be replaced by an average over a set Σ ⊂ Ω2 of finite
positive measure where the given function is close enough to its esssup. In other
words, taking
µΣ(A) =
µ2(A ∩Σ)
µ2(Σ)
we may approximate as follows∥∥T (k)f∥∥
Mk(BMOcS2 (Ω2))
∼
〈
ξ0,
(∫
Ω2
[
S
(k)
2,t0
∣∣T (k)f ∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2,t0T (k)f ∣∣2](w)dµΣ(w))ξ0〉 12ℓ2(k).
It is useful to write the expression above in terms of Hilbert modules. Set(
zij
)
i,j≤k
=
(
z(fij)
)
i,j≤k
=
(
Tfij ⊗ 1Ω2 − 1Ω2 ⊗ S2,t0Tfij
)
i,j≤k
and consider the bracket 〈f1 ⊗ f2, f ′1 ⊗ f ′2〉 = f∗2S2,t0(f∗1 f ′1)f ′2. Then we find the
identity
S
(k)
2,t0
∣∣T (k)f ∣∣2 − ∣∣S(k)2,t0T (k)f ∣∣2 = k∑
i,j=1
( k∑
r=1
〈zri, zrj〉
)
⊗ eij .
Consider the Hilbert module Λt0(Ω2, µΣ) defined as the closure of the algebraic
tensor product L∞(Ω2, µΣ)⊗L∞(Ω2, µΣ) in the topology determined by ξα → ξ iff∫
Ω2
〈
ξ − ξα, ξ − ξα
〉
φdµΣ → 0 for all φ ∈ L1(Ω2, µΣ).
Combining the GNS construction for completely positive unital maps [39] with the
Hilbert space associated to W∗-modules studied by Paschke [52], we see that there
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exists a map u : Λt0(Ω2, µΣ)→ L∞(Ω2, µΣ; ℓc2(I)) —for some index set I— which
satisfies
〈f1, f2〉 = u(f1)∗u(f2).
Note that the definition of the target space of u can be found in the Introduction
before the statement of Theorem C. Now, if we consider the map v = u ◦ z we
deduce
k∑
i,j=1
( k∑
r=1
〈zri, zrj〉
)
⊗ eij =
k∑
i,j=1
( k∑
r=1
u(zri)
∗u(zrj)
)
⊗ eij
=
k∑
i,j=1
( k∑
r=1
v(fri)
∗v(frj)
)
⊗ eij =
∣∣v(k)f ∣∣2
Combining our results so far, we get∥∥T (k)f∥∥
Mk(BMOcS2 (Ω2))
∼
〈
ξ0,
(∫
Ω2
∣∣v(k)(f)(w)∣∣2 dµΣ(w))ξ0〉 12
ℓ2(k)
≤
∥∥∥( ∫
Ω2
∣∣v(k)(f)(w)∣∣2 dµΣ(w)) 12∥∥∥
Mk
=
∥∥v(k)(f)∥∥
Mk(Lc2(Ω2,µΣ;ℓ2(I)))
.
Thus, we have reduced the problem to show that v : L∞(Ω1) → Lc2(Ω2, µΣ; ℓ2(I))
is a completely bounded map. Assume for a moment that v is bounded when
regarded as a Banach space operator. By the little Grothendieck inequality [55, 61],
this means that v is absolutely 2-summing so that we can find a factorization
v = w ◦ jξ where jξ is the map f ∈ L∞(Ω1, µ1) 7→ fξ ∈ L2(Ω1, µ1) for some ξ with∫
Ω1
|ξ|2 dµ1 = 1 and we have
‖w‖ ≤ 2√
π
‖v‖.
This immediately gives that
‖v‖cb ≤
∥∥w : Lc2(Ω1, µ1)→ Lc2(Ω2, µΣ;H)∥∥cb∥∥jξ : L∞(Ω1, µ1)→ Lc2(Ω1, µ1)∥∥cb
and yields ‖v‖cb ≤ ‖w‖ ≤ 2/
√
π‖v‖, because jξ is a complete contraction and
column Hilbert spaces are homogeneous operator spaces, see e.g. [59]. Thus, we
just need to compute the Banach space norm of v. However, applying again the
properties of the right module map u, we obtain for f ∈ L∞(Ω1) and
z(f) = Tf ⊗ 1Ω2 − 1Ω2 ⊗ S2,t0Tf
the following estimate
‖v(f)‖L2(Ω2,µΣ;ℓ2(I)) ≤ ‖v(f)‖L∞(Ω2,µΣ;ℓ2(I))
= ‖u(z(f))∗u(z(f))‖ 12L∞(Ω2,µΣ)
=
∥∥S2,t0 |Tf |2 − |S2,t0Tf |2∥∥ 12L∞(Ω2,µΣ) ≤ ‖Tf‖BMOcS2 (Ω2)
and ‖v : L∞(Ω1, µ1)→ L2(Ω2, µΣ; ℓ2(I))‖ ≤ ‖T : L∞(Ω1, µ1)→ BMOcS2(Ω2)‖. 
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2.3. Semicommutative CZO’s. Given noncommutative measure spaces (Mj , τj)
for j = 1, 2, we will write (Rj , ϕj) to denote the von Neumann algebra generated
by essentially bounded functions f : Rn → Mj which comes equipped with the
trace ϕj(f) =
∫
Rn
τj(f(y)) dy. In other words, we have
Rj = L∞(Rn)⊗¯Mj.
Let us now consider Caldero´n-Zygmund operators in these algebras associated to
operator-valued kernels. Our construction is standard, we refer to [11, 69] for
further details. Let us we write L0(Mj) for the ∗-algebra of τj-measurable operators
affiliated with Mj . Consider kernels k : R2n \∆→ L(L0(M1), L0(M2)) which are
defined away from the diagonal ∆ = {(x, x) |x ∈ Rn} and take values in linear maps
from τ1-measurable to τ2-measurable operators. We further assume that k(x, y) is
bounded when regarded as a map M1 →M2 for x 6= y, and that
‖k(x, y)‖B(M1,M2) .
1
|x− y|n .
We will consider linear operators associated to this class of kernels. By that, we
only mean that T is well-defined on certain (nice) space of functions —typically
L2(R1), but we will need to use a different space in Lemma 2.3 i) below— and that
for f in such space, we have
Tf(x) =
∫
Rn
k(x, y) (f(y)) dy for x /∈ suppRnf.
Additional information for these operators require to impose some smoothness in
our kernels. In our case, this is given in Lemma 2.3 ii). We refer to [11, Chapter V]
for a detailed discussion on to what extend these conditions determine the operator
T completely. Note that Lp(Rj) = Lp(Rn;Lp(Mj)), but endpoint estimates do
not follow from the vector-valued theory, see [51] for further explanations.
Recalling the definition of BMOR2 from Paragraph 1.2, our goal is to analyze
conditions for the L∞(R1) → BMOR2 boundedness of CZO’s. To that end, we
shall also be working with the spaces L∞(Mj;Lc2(Rn)), whose rigorous definition
can be found in [29].
Lemma 2.3. We have T : L∞(R1)→ BMOcR2 provided
i) L2-column condition,∥∥∥( ∫
Rn
|Tf(x)|2 dx
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M2
.
∥∥∥(∫
Rn
|f(x)|2 dx
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M1
.
That is, T : L∞(M1;Lc2(Rn))→ L∞(M2;Lc2(Rn)) is bounded.
ii) Smoothness condition for the kernel,
ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
∥∥k(x1, y)− k(x2, y)∥∥B(M1,M2) dy < ∞.
Proof. Given g ∈ BMOcR, we first observe that
‖g‖BMOcR ∼2 sup
Q∈Q
inf
aQ∈M
∥∥∥( 1|Q|
∫
Q
∣∣g(x)− aQ∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M
.
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Indeed, we have∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣g(x)− gQ∣∣2dx) 12 ∥∥∥
M
≤
∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣g(x)− aQ∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M
+
∥∥aQ − gQ∥∥M
and Kadison-Schwarz inequality for the ucp map u(g) = gQ ⊗ 1Rn gives rise to
u(h)∗u(h) ≤ u(h∗h) for the function h(x) = g(x) − aQ. Therefore, we obtain the
estimate∥∥aQ − gQ∥∥M = ‖u(h)‖R ≤ ∥∥u(h∗h)∥∥ 12R = ∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣g(x)− aQ∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M
.
This proves the upper estimate, the lower estimate is clear. Now, given f ∈ L∞(R1)
and a ball Q, we set as usual f1 = fχ5Q and f2 = f − f1 where 5Q denotes
the ball concentric to Q whose radius is 5 times the radius of Q. Then we pick
aQ = −
∫
Q
Tf2(x) dx ∈ M2. It therefore suffices to prove
A+B =
∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣Tf1(x)∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M2
+
∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣Tf2(x)−aQ∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M2
. ‖f‖L∞(R1).
According to the L2-column condition i), we find
A ≤ 1√|Q|
∥∥∥( ∫
5Q
∣∣f(x)∣∣2dx) 12∥∥∥
M1
≤ 5n ‖f‖L∞(R1).
On the other hand, since suppRnf2 ∩Q = ∅ we have for x ∈ Q
Tf2(x)− aQ = −
∫
Q
(
Tf2(x) − Tf2(z)
)
dz = −
∫
Q
∫
Rn
(
k(x, y)− k(z, y))(f2(y)) dy dz.
Using again the Kadison-Schwarz inequality, this gives rise to
B =
∥∥∥(−∫
Q
∣∣Tf2(x) − aQ∣∣2dx) 12 ∥∥∥
M2
≤
(
−
∫
Q
−
∫
Q
∥∥∥ ∫
Rn
(
k(x, y)− k(z, y))(f2(y)) dy∥∥∥2
M2
dz dx
) 1
2
≤
(
−
∫
Q
−
∫
Q
[ ∫
Rn\5Q
∥∥k(x, y)− k(z, y)∥∥
B(M1,M2)
dy
]2
dz dx
) 1
2 ‖f‖L∞(R1)
≤
(
ess sup
x,z∈Rn
∫
|x−y|>2|x−z|
∥∥k(x, y)− k(z, y)∥∥
B(M1,M2)
dy
)
‖f‖L∞(R1).
Then we apply to the last expression our smoothness condition for the kernel. 
Remark 2.4. The L2-boundedness condition i) reduces to the classical one when
M1 = M2 and k(x, y) acts on f(y) by left multiplication. Indeed, if we assume
that T is bounded on L2(R) and use M ⊂ B(H) for H = L2(M), the following
inequality holds for f ∈ L∞(M;Lc2(Rn))∥∥∥( ∫
Rn
|Tf(y)|2 dy
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M
= sup
‖h‖≤1
( ∫
Rn
〈
h, |Tf(y)|2h〉
H
dy
) 1
2
= sup
‖h‖≤1
∥∥T (f (1Rn ⊗ h))∥∥L2(R) . sup
‖h‖≤1
∥∥f (1Rn ⊗ h)∥∥L2(R)
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= sup
‖h‖≤1
( ∫
Rn
〈
h, |f(y)|2h〉
H
dy
) 1
2
=
∥∥∥(∫
Rn
|f(y)|2 dy
) 1
2
∥∥∥
M
.
This is false for other operator kernels and our L2-condition seems the natural one.
Remark 2.5. SinceMk(BMOR) = BMOMk(R), it suffices to replaceM byMk(M)
everywhere, amplify all the involved maps by tensorizing with idMk and require that
the hypotheses hold with k-independent constants to deduce complete boundedness
in the statement above.
2.4. Nonequivariant extension. Set Λ†f = (Λf∗)∗ for any mapping Λ. In the
nonequivariant setting, the arguments are not row/column symmetric because the
map (T ⋊ idG)† is not similar to T ⋊ idG. This will be specially relevant in the
L2-boundedness conditions that we obtain. Indeed, we have for finite sums
(T ⋊ idG)
†
(∑
g
fgλ(g)
)
=
[
(T ⋊ idG)
(∑
g
αg−1(f
∗
g )λ(g
−1)
)]∗
=
∑
g
αg
(
T (αg−1(f
∗
g ))
∗
)
λ(g) =
∑
g
αgT
†αg−1(fg)λ(g).
Thus, (T ⋊ idG)† is a map of the form
∑
g fgλ(g) 7→
∑
g Tg(fg)λ(g) and recalling
the embedding j = ρ ⋊ Λ : M ⋊ G → M⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)), we see after the change of
variables g 7→ gh−1 that
j
(∑
g
Tg(fg)λ(g)
)
=
∑
g,h
αg−1(Tgh−1(fgh−1))⊗ eg,h
=
(
αg−1Tgh−1αg
)
• j(∑
g
fgλ(g)
)
= Φ
(
j
(∑
g
fgλ(g)
))
,
where the • stands for the generalized Schur product of matrices, in the sense that
αg−1Tgh−1αg only acts in the (g, h)-th entry for each g, h ∈ G. We will use the
following terminology
• χ′ξ are the characters of R̂ndisc for all ξ ∈ Rndisc,
• Trigonometric polynomials are denoted by f ′ =∑ξ aξχ′ξ,
• A
R̂ndisc
is the algebra of trigonometric polynomials in R̂ndisc,
• A
R̂ndisc⋊G
is the algebra of trigonometric polynomials in A
R̂ndisc
⋊G
A
R̂ndisc⋊G
=
{∑
g∈Λ
f ′gλ(g)
∣∣ f ′g ∈ AR̂ndisc , Λ finite} ⊂ L∞(R̂ndisc)⋊G,
• S ′⋊ = (S′⋊,t)t≥0 with S′⋊,t = S′t ⋊i dG for the heat semigroup S ′ on R̂ndisc.
Let β : G → O(n) be an orthogonal action. The action α : G y L∞(R̂ndisc)
determined by αg(χ
′
ξ) = χ
′
βg(ξ)
is clearly trace preserving. In the result below
we provide crossed product extensions of Fourier multipliers defined in the Bohr
compactification of Rn under this class of actions.
Lemma 2.6. Let α : G y L∞(R̂
n
disc) be a trace preserving action implemented by
β as pointed above. Let us consider a family of Fourier multipliers Tm˜g indexed by
g ∈ G so that
T̂m˜gf
′(ξ) = m˜g(ξ)f̂ ′(ξ) for f
′ ∈ A
R̂ndisc
.
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Then, the cross product extension
A
R̂n
disc
⋊G ∋
∑
g
f ′gλ(g) 7→
∑
g
Tm˜g(f
′
g)λ(g) ∈ BMOcS′
⋊
is a completely bounded map provided the following conditions hold in Rn
i) L2-column condition,∥∥∥(∫
Rn
∣∣(Tm˜
gh−1 ) • ρ(x)
∣∣2 dx) 12 ∥∥∥
B(ℓ2(G))
.cb
∥∥∥( ∫
Rn
|ρ(x)|2 dx
) 1
2
∥∥∥
B(ℓ2(G))
,
i.e. ρ ∈ L∞(B(ℓ2(G));Lc2(Rn)) cb7−→ (Tm˜gh−1 ) • ρ ∈ L∞(B(ℓ2(G));Lc2(Rn)).
ii) Smoothness condition for the kernel,
ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
∥∥K(x1, y)−K(x2, y)∥∥CB(B(ℓ2(G))) dy < ∞,
where K(x, y) =
∑
g,h
̂˜mgh−1(βg(x− y))⊗ eg,h acts by the Schur product •.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1 and since
j
(∑
g
Tm˜g(f
′
g)λ(g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tf ′
)
= Φ
(
j
(∑
g
f ′gλ(g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f ′
))
,
it suffices to show that we have for such f ′ ∈ A
R̂ndisc⋊G∥∥∥(S′⊗,t∣∣Φj(f ′)∣∣2 − ∣∣S′⊗,tΦj(f ′)∣∣2) 12∥∥∥
L∞(R̂ndisc)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))
. ‖j(f ′)‖L∞(R̂ndisc)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))
with constants independent of t > 0. Of course, we also need to prove the k-th
matrix amplification of this inequality for each k ≥ 1, but the argument in that
case is identical and we shall omit it here. In order to prove such inequality our
first observation is that we have(
S′⊗,t
∣∣Φj(f ′)∣∣2 − ∣∣S′⊗,tΦj(f ′)∣∣2) ◦Ψ = S⊗,t∣∣Φj(f)∣∣2 − ∣∣S⊗,tΦj(f)∣∣2,
where Ψ : Rn → R̂ndisc is the universal inclusion map used in the proof of Lemma
1.5; f =
∑
g fgλ(g) is the trigonometric polynomial in L∞(R
n) ⋊ G which results
after replacing χ′ξ’s by χξ’s in each f
′
g; and S = (St)t≥0 is the heat semigroup acting
on Rn. We keep the same terminology for j and Φ understanding that now they
act on Rn instead of its Bohr compactification. Its proof boils down to the identity
χξ = χ
′
ξ ◦ Ψ and the fact that all the involved operators respect the structure of
trigonometric polynomials. We leave the (easy) details to the reader. Once we have
such identity —together with j(f ′) ◦ Ψ = j(f)— we may argue as in the proof of
Lemma 1.5 to show that the desired inequality above is equivalent to the following∥∥∥(S⊗,t∣∣Φj(f)∣∣2 − ∣∣S⊗,tΦj(f)∣∣2) 12 ∥∥∥
L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))
. ‖j(f)‖L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)).
According to Lemma 1.3, it suffices to prove that
Φ : ARn⊗¯B(ℓ2(G))→ BMOcR
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is a bounded (in fact completely bounded) map, whereARn is the algebra of trigono-
metric polynomials in Rn andR = L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)). Recall that for a =
∑
ξ aξχξ
in ARn , we have αg−1(a)(x) =
∑
ξ aξχβg−1 (ξ)(x) = a(βg(x)). Thus, considering
ρ =
∑
g,h
ag,h ⊗ eg,h ∈ ARn⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)),
we find that for x /∈ suppRnρ
Φ(ρ)(x) =
∑
g,h
αg−1
∫
Rn
̂˜mgh−1(x− y)(ag,h(βg−1(y)))dy ⊗ eg,h
=
∑
g,h
∫
Rn
̂˜mgh−1(βg(x− y))(ag,h(y))dy ⊗ eg,h=∫
Rn
K(x, y)(ρ(y))dy.
Therefore, we may regard Φ as a semicommutative CZO and apply Lemma 2.3
(together with Remark 2.5) to conclude. Let us then check the assumptions in
Lemma 2.3. First, we note that the L2-column condition in Lemma 2.3 means that
the map Φ : L∞(B(ℓ2(G));Lc2(Rn)) → L∞(B(ℓ2(G));Lc2(Rn)) is cb. However, we
have
Φ(ρ) = (αg−1Tm˜gh−1αg) • ρ = (αg−1) • (Tm˜gh−1 ) • (αg) • ρ.
Using that β is measure preserving, the generalized Schur product∑
g,h
ag,h ⊗ eg,h 7→
∑
g,h
αg(ag,h)⊗ eg,h
is a complete isometry on L∞(B(ℓ2(G));Lc2(Rn)). Hence, the L2-column condition
in Lemma 2.3 for Φ reduces to the complete boundedness condition in the statement.
The smoothness condition matches exactly that of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.7. Let Tm˜ : AR̂n
disc
→ BMOS′ given by
T̂m˜f ′(ξ) = m˜(ξ)f̂ ′(ξ) for f
′ ∈ A
R̂ndisc
.
Then, Tm˜ ⋊ idG : L∞(R̂
n
disc)⋊G→ BMOcS′
⋊
is completely bounded provided
i) m˜ : Rndisc → C bounded,
ii) ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
sup
g∈G
∣∣ ̂˜m(βg(x1 − y))− ̂˜m(βg(x2 − y))∣∣ dy < ∞.
Proof. This is a particular case of Lemma 2.6 with Tm˜g = Tm˜ for all g ∈ G. The
L2-column condition clearly reduces to the L2-boundedness of Tm˜ —since L2 comes
equipped with the OH operator space structure— which in turn is equivalent to the
boundedness of m˜. On the other hand, the kernel in Lemma 2.6 has the following
form now K(x, y) =
∑
g,h
̂˜m(βg(x− y))⊗ eg,h. Hence, we deduce
K(x, y)(f(y)) =
( ̂˜m(βg(x − y))) • (fg,h(y))
=
[∑
g
̂˜m(βg(x − y))⊗ egg][∑
g,h
fg,h(y)⊗ eg,h
]
.
In particular, regardingK(x, y) as a left multiplication map (not a Schur multiplier)
it is a diagonal matrix in B(ℓ2(G)). Therefore, we may easily rewrite the Ho¨rmander
smoothness condition for the kernel in Lemma 2.6 as in the statement. 
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3. Ho¨rmander-Mihlin multipliers
We now study Fourier multipliers over the group von Neumann algebra of an
arbitrary discrete group G. In the language of quantum groups, these algebras
are regarded as the compact dual of G. Our main result is a cocycle form of
Ho¨rmander-Mihlin multiplier theorem in this setting.
3.1. Length functions and cocycles. A left cocycle associated to a discrete
group G is a triple (H, α, b) formed by a Hilbert space H, an isometric action
α : G → Aut(H) and a map b : G → H so that αg(b(h)) = b(gh) − b(g). A right
cocycle satisfies the relation αg(b(h)) = b(hg
−1) − b(g−1) instead. In this paper
a (cocycle) length function ψ : G → R+ is any symmetric conditionally negative
function vanishing at the identity of G, as defined in the Introduction. The fact
that any length function takes values in R+ is easily justified. Any cocycle (H, α, b)
can be identified with an affine representation
g ∈ G 7→ (b(g)⋊ αg) ∈ Aff(H).
In what follows, we only consider cocycles with values in real Hilbert spaces. Note
that Aut(H) is the orthogonal group on H and Aff(H) ≃ H ⋊ O(H). Any cocycle
(H, α, b) gives rise to an associated length function ψb(g) = 〈b(g), b(g)〉H, as it can
be checked by the reader. Reciprocally, any length function ψ gives rise to a left
and a right cocycle. This is a standard application of the ideas around Schoenberg’s
theorem [70], which claims that ψ : G→ R+ is a length function if and only if the
mappings Sψ,t(λ(g)) = exp(−tψ(g))λ(g) extend to a semigroup of unital completely
positive maps on L(G). Let us collect these well-known results.
Lemma 3.1. If ψ : G→ R+ is a length function :
i) The forms
K1ψ(g, h) =
ψ(g) + ψ(h)− ψ(g−1h)
2
,
K2ψ(g, h) =
ψ(g) + ψ(h)− ψ(gh−1)
2
,
define positive matrices on G×G and lead to〈∑
g
agδg,
∑
h
bhδh
〉
ψ,j
=
∑
g,h
agK
j
ψ(g, h)bh
on the group algebra R[G] of finitely supported real functions on G.
ii) Let Hjψ be the Hilbert space completion of
(R[G]/N jψ, 〈· , ·〉ψ,j) with N jψ = null space of 〈· , ·〉ψ,j .
If we consider the mapping bjψ : g ∈ G 7→ δg +N jψ ∈ Hjψ
α1ψ,g
(∑
h∈G
ahb
1
ψ(h)
)
=
∑
h∈G
ah
(
b1ψ(gh)− b1ψ(g)
)
,
α2ψ,g
(∑
h∈G
ahb
2
ψ(h)
)
=
∑
h∈G
ah
(
b2ψ(hg
−1)− b2ψ(g−1)
)
,
determine isometric actions αjψ : G→ Aut(Hjψ) of G on Hjψ.
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iii) Imposing the discrete topology on Hjψ, the semidirect product Gjψ = Hjψ⋊G
becomes a discrete group and we find the following group homomorphisms
π1ψ : g ∈ G 7→ b1ψ(g)⋊ g ∈ G1ψ,
π2ψ : g ∈ G 7→ b2ψ(g−1)⋊ g ∈ G2ψ.
The previous lemma allows us to introduce two pseudo-metrics on our discrete
group G in terms of the length function ψ. Indeed, a short calculation leads to the
crucial identities
ψ(g−1h) =
〈
b1ψ(g)− b1ψ(h), b1ψ(g)− b1ψ(h)
〉
ψ,1
=
∥∥b1ψ(g)− b1ψ(h)∥∥2H1
ψ
,
ψ(gh−1) =
〈
b2ψ(g)− b2ψ(h), b2ψ(g)− b2ψ(h)
〉
ψ,2
=
∥∥b2ψ(g)− b2ψ(h)∥∥2H2
ψ
.
In particular,
dist1(g, h) =
√
ψ(g−1h) = ‖b1ψ(g)− b1ψ(h)‖H1ψ
defines a pseudo-metric on G, which becomes a metric when the cocycle map is
injective. Similarly, we may work with dist2(g, h) =
√
ψ(gh−1). The following
elementary observation will be crucial for what follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let (H1, α1, b1) and (H2, α2, b2) be a left and a right cocycle on G.
Assume that the associated length functions ψb1 and ψb2 coincide, then the following
map defines an isometric isomorphism
Λ12 : b1(g) ∈ H1 7→ b2(g−1) ∈ H2.
In particular, given a length function ψ we have H1ψ ≃ H2ψ via b1ψ(g) 7→ b2ψ(g−1).
Proof. By polarization, we see that〈
b1(g), b1(h)
〉
H1
=
1
2
(
‖b1(g)‖2H1 + ‖b1(h)‖2H1 − ‖b1(g)− b1(h)‖2H1
)
.
Since b1(g)− b1(h) = α1,h(b1(h−1g)), we obtain〈
b1(g), b1(h)
〉
H1
=
ψb1(g) + ψb1(h)− ψb1(g−1h)
2
=
ψb2(g) + ψb2(h)− ψb2(g−1h)
2
=
〈
b2(g
−1), b2(h
−1)
〉
H2
.
The last identity uses polarization and b2(g
−1)− b2(h−1) = α2,h(b2(g−1h)). 
3.2. Smooth Fourier multipliers. We are now ready to prove our extension of
Ho¨rmander/Mihlin’s sufficient condition for Fourier multipliers to arbitrary discrete
groups. The ideas leading to the next result probably go back to Ho¨rmander, but
we could not find the specific statement given below in the literature. We provide
a proof based on Stein’s approach to these questions in his book [72].
Lemma 3.3. Let km˜ be a tempered distribution on R
n which coincides with a locally
integrable function on Rn \ {0}. Let m˜ stand for its Fourier transform m˜ = k̂m˜ and
consider an orthogonal action β : G→ O(n). Then we obtain :
i) If |∂γξ m˜(ξ)| ≤ cn|ξ|−|γ| for all |γ| ≤ n+ 2
ess sup
x∈Rn
∫
|y|>2|x|
sup
g∈G
∣∣km˜(βgy − βgx)− km˜(βgy)∣∣ dy < ∞.
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ii) If |∂γξ m˜(ξ)| ≤ cn|ξ|−|γ| for all |γ| ≤ [n2 ] + 1, the operator
Φ :
∑
g,h∈G
fgh ⊗ egh ∈ L2(R)
7→
∑
g,h∈G
∫
km˜(βgx− βgy)fgh(y) dy ⊗ egh ∈ L2(R)
extends to a cb-map from R to BMOcR, where R = L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2(G)).
Proof. For i), it suffices to show that |∇km˜(z)| . |z|−(n+1). Let η ∈ C∞(Rn) with
χB1(0) ≤ η ≤ χB2(0) and take δ(ξ) = η(ξ) − η(2ξ) so that
∑
j∈Z δ(2
−jξ) = 1 for all
ξ 6= 0. This gives rise to m˜(ξ) =∑j m˜(ξ)δ(2−jξ) =∑j m˜j(ξ) and we set
kjm˜(x) =
∫
Rn
m˜j(ξ)e
2πi〈x,ξ〉 dξ.
We have
∑
j k
j
m˜ → km˜ as distributions, so that it suffices to estimate
∑
j |∂αx kjm˜(x)|
for any x 6= 0 and any multi-index α with |α| = 1. Now we claim that a)⇒ b) with
a)
∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cM |ξ|−|β| for all multi-index β s.t. 0 ≤ |β| ≤M .
b)
∣∣∂αx kjm˜(x)∣∣ ≤ cM |x|−M2j(n−M+1) for all multi-index α s.t. |α| = 1.
Let us first see how the assertion follows from the claim. Indeed, we know from our
hypotheses that a) holds for any 0 ≤ M ≤ n+ 2. If we apply our claim for M = 0
on those j’s for which 2j ≤ |x|−1 and we apply it for M = n + 2 on those j’s for
which 2j > |x|−1, we find∑
j∈Z
∣∣∂αx kjm˜(x)∣∣ . ∑
2j≤|x|−1
2j(n+1) +
1
|x|n+2
∑
2j>|x|−1
2−j ∼ 1|x|n+1 .
To prove our claim, we use the properties of the Fourier transform to get
(−2πix)γ∂αx kjm˜(x) =
∫
Rn
∂γξ
[
(2πiξ)αm˜j(ξ)
]
e2πi〈x,ξ〉 dξ.
On the other hand, using condition a) it is not difficult to check that we have∣∣∣∂γξ [(2πiξ)αm˜j(ξ)]∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
γ1+γ2=γ
cγ1γ2
∣∣∣∂γ1ξ ((2πiξ)α)∂γ2ξ m˜j(ξ)∣∣∣ . |ξ|1−|γ|.
Moreover, since m˜j is supported by an annulus of radius ∼ 2j , we conclude that∣∣∣ ∫
Rn
∂γξ
[
(2πiξ)αm˜j(ξ)
]
e2πi〈x,ξ〉 dξ
∣∣∣ . 2jn2j(1−|γ|).
Given x ∈ Rn there exists a multi-index γ such that |γ| = M and |xγ | ∼ |x|M .
Hence, taking such a multi-index γ in the identity above we deduce our claim. Let
us now prove ii). If f =
∑
g fgh ⊗ egh ∈ L2(R) ∩ L∞(R), we have∥∥∥ 1|Q|
∫
Q
∣∣Φ(f)− (Φ(f))Q∣∣2∥∥∥ 12
B(ℓ2(G))
= sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2(G)=1
( 1
|Q|
∫
Q
∥∥Φ(f)ξ − (Φ(f)ξ)Q∥∥2ℓ2(G)) 12
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= sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2(G)=1
( 1
|Q|
∫
Q
∥∥Φ(fξ)− (Φ(fξ))Q∥∥2ℓ2(G)) 12 ,
where fξ =
∑
g(
∑
h fghξh) ⊗ ege satisfies ‖fξ‖L∞(Rn;ℓ2(G)) ≤ ‖f‖R. The problem
is then reduced to show that the restriction of Φ to column matrices extends to
a bounded map L∞(Rn; ℓ2(G)) → BMO(Rn; ℓ2(G)). Let us decompose fξ in the
usual way fξ,1 = fξχ5Q and fξ,2 = fξ − fξ,1. By the L2(Rn; ℓ2(G)) boundedness
of Φ, we have∥∥∥ 1|Q|
∫
Q
∣∣Φ(f)− (Φ(f))Q∣∣2∥∥∥ 12
B(ℓ2(G))
. sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2(G)=1
( 1
|Q|
∫
Q
‖Φ(fξ,1)‖2ℓ2(G)
) 1
2
+ sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2(G)=1
( 1
|Q|
∫
Q
∥∥Φ(fξ,2)− (Φ(fξ,2))Q∥∥2ℓ2(G)) 12
. ‖f‖R + sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2(G)=1
x,z∈Q
∥∥Φ(fξ,2)(x)− Φ(fξ,2)(z)∥∥ℓ2(G).
The last term on the right hand side can be estimated by
sup
‖ξ‖2,‖η‖2=1
∣∣∣ ∫
|x−y|≥2|x−z|
〈(
ηg[km˜(βgx− βgy)− km˜(βgz − βgy)]
)
, fξ,2(y)
〉
dy
∣∣∣
≤ sup
‖η‖2=1
∫
|x−y|≥2|x−z|
∥∥∥(ηg[km˜(βgx− βgy)− km˜(βgz − βgy)])∥∥∥
ℓ2(G)
dy ‖f‖R.
Following a classical argument, it is easy to check that the last term in the inequality
above is finite. In fact, arguing as for inequality (32) of [72, VI.4.4.2] —see also our
estimates for i)— we may decompose km˜ =
∑
j k
j
m˜ and conclude that∫
Rn
|x|2M
∥∥∥∑
g
ηgk
j
m˜(βgx)δg
∥∥∥2
ℓ2(G)
dx
=
∑
g
|ηg|2
∫
Rn
|βg−1x|2M |kjm˜(x)|2 dx
=
∑
g
|ηg|2
∫
Rn
|x|2M |kjm˜(x)|2 dx . 2j(n−2M),
for any 0 ≤ M ≤ [n2 ] + 1 and any j ∈ Z. The remaining part of the estimation
is the same to that of [72, VI.4.4.2 page 247]. Thus, taking the supremum over Q
we deduce the estimate for the norm of Tkm˜ . The cb-norm is estimated similarly.
This shows the L∞ → BMO boundedness for elements in L2 ∩ L∞. The extension
to L∞ functions follows the classical argument, see e.g. [19]. 
We are now ready for the main result of this paper. Let G be a discrete group
and consider a bounded symbolm : G→ C. Then, the associated Fourier multiplier
map is constructed as
Tm :
∑
g∈G
f̂(g)λ(g) 7→
∑
g∈G
mgf̂(g)λ(g)
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and becomes a completely bounded map on L2(Ĝ). In particular, being a finite
von Neumann algebra this map is also well-defined on L(G). If 1 < p < ∞, the
Lp-boundedness of such a map may be obtained by standard interpolation and
duality arguments from a suitable L∞ → BMO inequality. In the following result
we provide smoothness conditions on m for this to happen.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a discrete group equipped with a length ψ : G → R+ and
set (Hj , αj , bj) for the left and right cocycles associated to it (j = 1, 2). Assume
dimHj = n < ∞ and let m˜j : Hj → C be lifting multipliers for m, so that
m = m˜j ◦ bj. Assume m˜j ∈ C[n2 ]+1(Hj \ {0}) and∣∣∂βξ m˜j(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−|β| for all multi-index β s.t. |β| ≤ [n2 ] + 1.
Then, Tm : Lp(Ĝ)→ Lp(Ĝ) is bounded for 1 < p <∞ and Tm : L(G)→ BMOSψ .
Proof. We divide it in several steps:
A. Reduction to L∞ → BMO. Assume that the hypotheses imply L∞ → BMOSψ
boundedness. Since the condition for β = 0 implies that m˜1 is bounded, the
same holds for m = m˜1 ◦ b1 and we deduce the L2 boundedness for Tm. The Lp
boundedness for 2 < p <∞ follows by interpolation from [31]. Indeed, if we let Jp
the projection map onto the complemented subspace
L◦p(Ĝ) =
{
f ∈ Lp(Ĝ)
∣∣ lim
t→∞
Sψ,tf = 0
}
,
we get from Theorem 1.2 that
JpTm : Lp(Ĝ)→ L◦p(Ĝ).
However, Ep = idLp − Jp projects onto the fixed point subspace, which is the
closure of the span of λ(g)’s such that ψ(g) = 0. Since G0 = {g ∈ G | ψ(g) = 0}
is a subgroup of G, we deduce that Ep is a conditional expectation. This implies
that Tm = meEp+JpTm is also bounded. To prove the case 1 < p < 2, we proceed
by duality since T ∗m = Tm and the argument above also applies to m.
B. Reduction to the column BMO estimate. According to the normal extension in
Lemma 1.6, it suffices to see that Tm : AG → BMOSψ . Let us assume now that
Tm : AG → BMOcSψ holds. Then Tm is also a bounded map AG → BMOSψ . Indeed
the row BMO boundedness of Tm is equivalent to the column BMO boundedness
of
T †m
(∑
g∈G
f̂(g)λ(g)
)
= Tm
(∑
g∈G
f̂(g)λ(g−1)
)∗
=
∑
g∈G
mg−1 f̂(g)λ(g).
This shows that
T †m = Tk with kg = mg−1 = m˜j ◦ bj(g−1).
By Lemma 3.2, kg = k˜j ◦ bj where k˜1 = m˜2 ◦ Λ12 and k˜2 = m˜1 ◦ Λ−112 . Since Λ12
is an orthogonal transformation on Rn and the complex conjugation is harmless, it
turns out that the k˜j ’s satisfy one more time the same conditions as the m˜j’s.
C. Reduction to a cross product estimate. We will only work here with the left
cocycle (H1, α1, b1). According to the discrete topology imposed in Lemma 3.1 and
since dimH1 = n, taking H1 = Rndisc is a suitable realization of H1. The algebra
L(Hψ) is the L∞ space on the Bohr compactification. Let λ1 and λ⋊ denote the
left regular representations on H1 and G⋊ = H1 ⋊G respectively, while exp b1(g)
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will stand for λ1(b1(g)) ≃ exp(2πi〈b1(g), ·〉). Consider the trace preserving, normal
homomorphism given by π1 : λ(g) ∈ L(G) 7→ λ⋊(b1(g) ⋊ g) ∈ L(G⋊). It is very
tempting and in fact very useful to use that L(H1) is commutative, by switching
between the language of von Neumann algebras of discrete groups and semidirect
products of von Neumann algebras. Indeed, it is a simple exercise to show that
L(G⋊) ≃ L(H1)⋊G. In particular, π1 takes the form
π1 : λ(g) ∈ L(G) 7→ exp b1(g)λ(g) ∈ L(H1)⋊G.
Let S ′⋊ = (S′⋊,t)t≥0 denote the crossed product extension S′⋊,t = S′t ⋊ idG of the
heat semigroup S ′ = (S′t)t≥0 on the Bohr compactification. It is evident that the
heat semigroup is G-equivariant with respect to any isometric action on H1. We
now claim that it suffices to show that T⋊ : AR̂ndisc⋊G → BMO
c
S⋊ is bounded where
T⋊
(∑
g∈G
fgλ(g)
)
=
∑
g∈G
Tm˜1(fg)λ(g) with Tm˜1(exp b1(h)) = m˜1(b1(h)) exp b1(h).
The key points are the intertwining identities
π1 ◦ Sψ,t = S⋊,t ◦ π1 and π1 ◦ Tm = T⋊ ◦ π1.
Indeed, it is easily checked that the first one follows from ψ(g) = 〈b1(g), b1(g)〉H1
while the second one from mg = m˜1(b1(g)). Our claim now holds for f ∈ AG as
follows (note that π1(f) ∈ AR̂ndisc⋊G)
‖Tmf‖BMOcSψ = supt>0
∥∥∥Sψ,t|Tmf |2 − |Sψ,tTmf |2∥∥∥ 12
L(G)
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥π1(Sψ,t|Tmf |2 − |Sψ,tTmf |2)∥∥∥ 12
L(H1)⋊G
= sup
t>0
∥∥∥S⋊,t|T⋊π1f |2 − |S⋊,tT⋊π1f |2∥∥∥ 12
L(H1)⋊G
=
∥∥T⋊(π1f)∥∥BMOcS⋊ . ∥∥π1f∥∥L(H1)⋊G = ‖f‖L(G).
This proves the claim since we have reduced the assertion to Tm : AG → BMOcSψ .
D. Smoothness of the lifting multipliers. Here the smoothness conditions come into
play. Indeed, according to Lemma 3.3 ii) we know that our assumptions on m˜1
imply that its Fourier inverse transform km˜1 defines a completely bounded map
Φ from L∞(R) to BMOcR. However, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we
conclude that T⋊ : AR̂ndisc⋊G → BMO
c
S⋊ is bounded. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.5. The proof above is easily adapted to show that Tm is completely
bounded.
The drawback is that we need to find two lifting multipliers for the left and right
cocycles. To simplify these conditions, we begin with Theorem A —stated in the
Introduction only for left cocycles— showing that for general discrete groups we
may work with one lifting multiplier under stronger smoothness conditions.
Proof of Theorem A. If we set
m˜δ(ξ) = m˜(ξ)|ξ|δ for ξ 6= 0
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and m˜δ(0) = 0 with δ = ±ε, we find |∂βξ m˜±ε(ξ)| ≤ cn|ξ|−|β| for all 0 ≤ |β| ≤ [n2 ]+1
by the chain rule and our hypotheses. In particular, letting m±ε = m˜±ε ◦ bψ we
may follow the proof of Theorem 3.4 to show that Tm±ε : L(G) → BMOcSψ when
bψ is a left cocycle and Tm±ε : L(G)→ BMOrSψ when bψ is a right cocycle. In fact
these maps are completely bounded, as it follows from Remark 3.5. On the other
hand, we recall from [31] that[
BMOrSψ , L
◦
2(Ĝ)
]
2/p
= Hrp (Sψ),[
BMOcSψ , L
◦
2(Ĝ)
]
2/p
= Hcp(Sψ),
see [30] for the definition of the Hardy spaces Hrp(Sψ) and Hcp(Sψ). Arguing as in
Theorem 3.4 [Point A], we get Tm±ε = m˜
±ε(0)Ep + JpTm±ε = JpTm±ε . Therefore
we conclude by interpolation that
Tm±ε : Lp(Ĝ)
cb−→ Hcp(Sψ)
for 2 < p <∞ whenever bψ is a left cocycle and we must replace column by row if bψ
is a right cocycle. At any rate, if Aψ(λ(g)) = ψ(g)λ(g) stands for the infinitesimal
generator of Sψ, we know from [28] that
‖h‖p .cb
∥∥A+γψ h∥∥ 12Hcp∥∥A−γψ h∥∥ 12Hcp
for all γ > 0 and h ∈ L◦p(Ĝ). Taking γ = ε/2 and h = JpTmf , we see that
‖Tmf‖p ≤cb |me|‖Epf‖p + ‖JpTmf‖p
.cb |me|‖f‖p + ‖A+γψ h‖
1
2
Hcp
‖A−γψ h‖
1
2
Hcp
= |me|‖f‖p + ‖Tm+εf‖
1
2
Hcp
‖Tm−εf‖
1
2
Hcp
.cb ‖f‖p.
The complete boundedness for 1 < p < 2 follows by duality as in Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 3.6. If ψ is bounded in G it suffices to know that |∂βm˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−|β|+ε
for all |β| ≤ [n2 ] + 1. If ψ−1 is bounded in G \ G0 = {g ∈ G : ψ(g) 6= 0}, we just
need to control by |ξ|−|β|−ε for the same β’s. The first condition holds for inner
cocycles and the second for well-separated ones. The argument is very similar to
the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem B. As in Theorem 3.4, the Lp-boundedness reduces to the
AG → BMOSψ boundedness. Assume first that (Hψ , αψ, bψ) is a left cocycle, then
the argument in Theorem 3.4 gives that Tm : AG → BMOcSψ is bounded. Let us
now consider the row case. One more time following our proof above, this is a
matter of showing that
T †⋊ : AR̂ndisc⋊G → BMO
c
S⋊
where T⋊ = Tm˜ ⋊ idG. As noticed in Paragraph 2.4, we have
T †⋊
(∑
g
fgλ(g)
)
=
∑
g
αψ,gT
†
m˜αψ,g−1(fg)λ(g) =
∑
g
Πg(fg)λ(g)
and j(
∑
g Πg(fg)λ(g)) =
(
αψ,h−1T
†
m˜αψ,h
)•j(∑g fgλ(g)) = Φ(j(∑g fgλ(g))), where
αψ,h−1T
†
m˜αψ,hf(x) = Πh−1f(x) =
∫
Rn
km˜(βhx− βhy)f(y) dy
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with f(βhx) = αψ,h−1f(x) and k̂m˜ = m˜. In particular, T
†
⋊ : AR̂n
disc
⋊G → BMOcS⋊
will be bounded if the conditions in Lemma 2.6 hold for Φ. In fact, since the Schur
product defining Φ is constant in rows, we may argue as for the proof of Lemma
2.7 —Φ acts like a diagonal matrix by right multiplication— and apply Lemma
3.3 i) to conclude that our smoothness condition is strong enough to imply that of
Lemma 2.6. Thus, it remains to check that∥∥∥( ∫
Rn
∣∣∣(Πh−1fgh(x))∣∣∣2 dx) 12 ∥∥∥
B(ℓ2(G))
.
∥∥∥( ∫
Rn
∣∣∣(fgh(x))∣∣∣2 dx) 12 ∥∥∥
B(ℓ2(G))
.
Indeed, the statement of Lemma 2.6 is written in terms of Πgh−1 ’s, but a quick look
at the proof shows that we may replace them by Πh−1 ’s, since we have the identity
Πh−1 = αψ,g−1Πgh−1αψ,g. On the other hand, the inequality in the operator space
level follows from the argument below after matrix amplification. Thus, let us prove
this inequality. Since
Π̂h−1f(ξ) =
̂αψ,h−1km˜(ξ)f̂ (ξ) = m˜(−βhξ)f̂(ξ),
by Fubini and Plancherel theorems we may write the left hand side as
LHS2 = sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
g
∫
Rn
∣∣∣∑
h
m˜(−βhξ)f̂gh(ξ)γh
∣∣∣2dξ.
Since m˜(−βhξ) = m˜(αψ,h−1(−ξ)) and we are assuming that ‖m˜‖schur < ∞, there
exists a factorization m˜(αψ,h−1(−ξ)) = 〈A−ξ, Bh−1〉K and some positive constant c
for which supξ ‖Aξ‖K, supg ‖Bg‖K ≤
√
c. This yields
LHS2 = sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
g
∫
Rn
∣∣∣〈A−ξ,∑
h
f̂gh(ξ)γhBh−1
〉
K
∣∣∣2dξ
≤ c sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
g
∫
Rn
∑
j
∣∣∣∑
h
f̂gh(ξ)γhB
j
h−1
∣∣∣2 dξ,
where Bjh−1 denotes the j-th component of Bh−1 . Taking γ
j = (γhB
j
h−1)h∈G
LHS2 ≤ c sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
j
∑
g
∫
Rn
∣∣∣∑
h
f̂gh(ξ)γ
j
h
∣∣∣2dξ
= c sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
j
∑
g
∫
Rn
∣∣∣∑
h
fgh(x)γ
j
h
∣∣∣2dx
= c sup
‖γ‖ℓ2(G)≤1
∑
j
〈
γj,
∫
Rn
∣∣∣(fgh(x))∣∣∣2dx γj〉
ℓ2(G)
≤ c2 RHS2.
This completes the proof for left cocycles. Alternatively, if we deal with a right
cocycle (Hψ , αψ, bψ) everything is row/column switched. More concretely, this
means that the row BMO estimate follows from our argument in Theorem 3.4 and
the column BMO requires Lemma 2.6, details are left to the reader. 
3.3. Noncommutative Riesz transforms. Let G be a discrete group, let ψ be
a length function on it and construct (Hψ , αψ, bψ) to be either the left or right
cocycle associated to ψ. The Riesz transform on L(G) associated to an element
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η ∈ Hψ is the multiplier
Rη
(∑
g∈G
f̂(g)λ(g)
)
= −i
∑
g∈G
〈bψ(g), η〉Hψ√
ψ(g)
f̂(g)λ(g).
Indeed, note that bψ(g)/
√
ψ(g) is just the normalized vector in the direction of
bψ(g), so that the classical Riesz symbol m˜η(ξ) = −i〈ξ, η〉Hψ/‖ξ‖Hψ is a lifting
multiplier for Rη. The classical Mihlin condition clearly holds for m˜η, but it fails
the more restrictive condition in Theorem A for ε > 0. Theorem 3.4 imposes
alternatively to find another lifting multiplier m˜′η so that m˜η ◦ bψ = m˜′η ◦ b′ψ. We
do not know how to find such function in general. The following result is on the
contrary a simple consequence of Theorem B.
Corollary 3.7. Given a discrete group G, consider a length function ψ : G→ R+
and set (Hψ, αψ, bψ) to be either the left or right cocycle associated to it. Assume
that dimHψ < ∞, then any operator in the algebra R generated by the Riesz
transforms
R = span
{∏
η∈Γ
Rη
∣∣ Γ finite set in Hψ}
defines a cb-map L(G)→ BMOSψ and Lp(Ĝ)→ Lp(Ĝ) for all 1 < p <∞.
Proof. Note that ‖m˜1m˜2‖schur ≤ ‖m˜1‖schur‖m˜2‖schur by taking the Hilbertian
tensor product K = K1 ⊗2 K2. Moreover, according to the chain rule the product
m˜1m˜2 satisfies the smoothness conditions whenever m˜1 and m˜2 do. Therefore, the
Fourier multipliers satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem B form an algebra. In
particular, it suffices to check the conditions for a single Riesz transform Rη. We
have
m˜η(αψ,g(ξ)) = −i
〈αψ,g(ξ), η〉Hψ√〈αψ,g(ξ), αψ,g(ξ)〉Hψ
= −i
〈 ξ√〈ξ, ξ〉Hψ , αψ,g−1(η)
〉
Hψ
=
〈
Aξ, Bg
〉
Rn
,
with Aξ and Bg satisfying the estimates supξ∈Rn |Aξ| = 1 and supg∈G |Bg| = |η|.
Hence, the assertion follows since the Ho¨rmander smoothness condition holds. 
3.4. Mild algebraic/geometric assumptions. We continue our analysis just
imposing the existence of one lifting multiplier. Let us prove our assertion —in the
Introduction— that the additional ε > 0 in Theorem A can be removed under any
of the following alternative assumptions:
i) G is abelian,
ii) bψ(G) is a lattice in Rn,
iii) αψ(G) is a finite subgroup of O(n),
iv) The multiplier is ψ-radial, i.e. mg = h(ψ(g)).
Proof. If G is abelian, the Hilbert space Hψ and the inclusion map bψ : G→ Hψ
coincide for both left and right cocycles, since both Gromov forms in Lemma 3.1
i) coincide. Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied and we deduce
the first assertion. For radial multipliers, we note that our smoothness condition
implies the boundedness of Tm˜ : L∞(R
n)→ BMORn where m˜ = h ◦ | |2. According
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to Lemma 1.5, we may replace Rn by its Bohr compactification and BMORn by
the BMO space associated to the heat semigroup S ′ on R̂ndisc in the subalgebra of
trigonometric polynomials. Since radial multipliers on Rn are G-equivariant with
respect to any isometric action α : G → O(n), we may apply Lemma 2.2 with the
cocycle action and deduce
T⋊ : AR̂ndisc⋊G → BMOS′⋊
is a cb-map with T⋊ = Tm˜ ⋊ idG and S ′⋊ = S ′ ⋊ idG. However, as noticed in
the proof of Theorem B, this is all that is really needed. When αψ(G) is a finite
subgroup of O(n) we use Theorem B. By [58] the norm∥∥m˜∥∥
schur
= inf
m˜(αψ,g(ξ))=〈Aξ,Bg〉K
K Hilbert
(
sup
ξ∈Rn
‖Aξ‖K sup
g∈G
‖Bg‖K
)
coincides with the norm of the Schur multiplier
m˜ :
∑
ξ∈Rn
∑
γ∈αψ(G)
aξ,γeξ,γ 7→
∑
ξ∈Rn
∑
γ∈αψ(G)
m˜(γ(ξ)) aξ,γeξ,γ
on Lc2(R
n) ⊗h ℓr2(αψ(G)), where ⊗h stands for the Haagerup tensor product, see
[59] for precise definitions. If αψ(G) is a finite set, we may factorize m˜ as
Lc2(R
n)⊗h ℓr2(αψ(G)) id−→ Lc2(Rn)⊗h ℓc2(αψ(G))
m˜−→ Lc2(Rn)⊗h ℓc2(αψ(G))
id−→ Lc2(Rn)⊗h ℓr2(αψ(G)),
which immediately shows that∥∥m˜∥∥
schur
≤ |αψ(G)| sup
(ξ,g)∈Rn×G
∣∣m˜(αψ,g(ξ))∣∣ ≤ |αψ(G)| ∥∥m˜∥∥∞ < ∞.
On the other hand, the smoothness condition in Theorem B is used to ensure
Ωm˜,αψ = ess sup
x∈Rn
∫
|y|>2|x|
sup
g∈G
∣∣km˜(αψ,gy − αψ,gx)− km˜(αψ,gy)∣∣ dy < ∞.
However, if Ωm˜ = ess sup
x∈Rn
∫
|y|>2|x|
|km˜(y − x) − km˜(y)| dy, it is well-known that∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−|β| for |β| ≤ [n2 ]+ 1 ⇒ Ωm˜ <∞.
In particular, since αψ(G) is a finite set we find that
Ωm˜,αψ ≤
∑
αψ,g∈αψ(G)
ess sup
x∈Rn
∫
|y|>2|x|
∣∣km˜(αgy − αgx) − km˜(αgy)∣∣ dy ≤ ∣∣αψ(G)∣∣Ωm˜
is also finite, which proves assertion iii). It remains to study the case when the
image bψ(G) lives in a lattice Λψ of the Hilbert space Hψ. If dimHψ = n <∞, it
is a simple observation that αψ(G) must be a finite subgroup of O(n), so that ii)
follows from iii). Indeed, since there are finitely many orthogonal transformations
leaving Λψ invariant, it suffices to see that αψ,g(Λψ) ⊂ Λψ for all g ∈ G. We
may clearly assume that bψ(G) generates Hψ , so that Λψ is the space of linear
combinations
∑
h∈G γhbψ(h) with γh ∈ Z. Since
αψ,g(bψ(h)) = bψ(gh)− bψ(g),
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the Z-linear combinations are stable under αψ,g for all g and the claim follows. 
3.5. Radial Fourier multipliers. We now present a transference method between
radial Fourier multipliers on discrete groups and their Euclidean counterparts. As
usual, given a length function ψ : G → R+, we write Sψ = (Sψ,t)t≥0 for the
semigroup λ(g) 7→ exp(−tψ(g))λ(g) and S = (St)t≥0 or S ′ = (S′t)t≥0 for the heat
semigroup on Rn or its Bohr compactification respectively.
Proof of Theorem D. The equivalence i) ⇔ ii) follows easily from our de Leeuw
compactification Lemma 1.5. Indeed, according to it we know the boundedness
over trigonometric polynomials. The normal extension in ii) follows from Lemma
1.6. The normal extension in Rn is very similar. All we need to know to follow the
same argument is that H1(Rn)∗ = BMORn and that the class of Schwartz functions
is dense in H1(Rn), something which easily follows from the atomic description, see
e.g. [19]. The implication iii) ⇒ ii) follows by taking (G, ψ) = (Rndisc, | |2), while
the argument for i) ⇒ iii) is implicit in the proof of the result proved in Paragraph
3.4, concluded taking the normal extension provided by Lemma 1.6. Indeed, if bψ
is the map associated to either the left or the right cocycle for ψ, we note that
m = m˜ ◦ bψ for m = h ◦ ψ and m˜ = h ◦ | |2.
This proves the first statement. In fact, the argument for i) ⇒ iii) also applies
assuming boundedness on the Bohr compactification instead. Moreover, a careful
look at this argument shows that all that is needed is Lemma 2.2 for equivariant
extension and the intertwining identities in Theorem 3.4. Particularly, nothing is
affected when we take n =∞ as far as we remove condition i). This shows that ii)
⇔ iii) even in the infinite-dimensional setting. 
Remark 3.8. Boundedness is equivalent to complete boundedness for all these
maps. Indeed, let cb-j) denote the cb-version of j). Then, the assertion follows
from the chain i)⇔ ii)⇔ iii)⇒ cb-iii)⇒ cb-ii)⇒ cb-i). The implication cb-iii) ⇒
cb-ii) is trivial, while the last implication follows again from Lemma 1.5. Therefore,
it suffices to show that ii)⇒ cb-iii) which follows again the last statement in Lemma
2.2 and the intertwining identities. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.9. It is standard that∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−|β| ⇒ sup
R>0
( 1
Rn−2|β|
∫
R<|ξ|<2R
∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣2 dξ) 12 ≤ cn.
If the inequality on the right holds for all |β| ≤ [n2 ] + 1, we say that m˜ satisfies
Ho¨rmander’s smoothness condition. This condition also implies the Lp as well
as the L∞ → BMO boundedness of the Fourier multiplier Tm˜ on Rn. Thus, by
Theorem D we see that whenever m˜ satisfies the (weaker) Ho¨rmander smoothness
condition and m˜ = h ◦ | |2, the Fourier multipliers Th◦ψ are Lp and L∞ → BMO
bounded for any discrete group G with dimHψ = n.
4. Littlewood-Paley theory
We now prove some square function estimates. The boundedness of new square
functions for noncommutative martingale transforms and semicommutative CZO’s
was recently investigated in [44]. The smoothness assumptions there were needed
for additional weak-type (1, 1) estimates, here we will find weaker conditions. Set
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R1 = L∞(Rn)⊗¯M1 and R12 = L∞(Rn)⊗¯M1⊗¯M2 with M1 and M2 semifinite
algebras. Consider a CZO with kernel representation
Λf(x) =
∫
Rn
k(x, y)⊗ f(y) dy =
∫
Rn
k˜(x, y)(f(y)) dy,
where k˜(x, y)(·) = k(x, y)⊗ · and k takes values in M2. If
• Λ : L∞(M1;Lc2(Rn))→ L∞(M1⊗¯M2;Lc2(Rn)),
• ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
∥∥k(x1, y)− k(x2, y)∥∥M2 dy < ∞,
we deduce from Lemma 2.3 that Λ : R1 → BMOcR12 . Take M2 = B(ℓ2) and
k(x, y) =
∑
j kj(x, y)⊗ (e1j⊕∞ ej1), where the kj ’s are scalar-valued and eij stands
for the (i, j)-th matrix unit. Consider the CZO Lj associated to kj and such
that Λ =
∑
j Lj ⊗ (e1j ⊕∞ ej1). The column part Λc =
∑
j Lj ⊗ ej1 satisfies
the first condition if ‖Λcf‖22 =
∑
j ‖Ljf‖22 . ‖f‖22 since the kernel acts by left
multiplication, see Remark 2.4. For the row part, we use some basic operator space
theory [59]. Namely, the condition is equivalent to the complete boundedness of
Λr : L
c
2(R
n) → Lc2(Rn) ⊗h R. In particular, such a map defines an element in
Lc2(R
n)⊗¯Lr2(Rn)⊗h R with norm ‖
∑
j LjL
∗
j‖1/2. This leads to the same condition
with L∗j in place of Lj. Finally
ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣kj(x1, y)− kj(x2, y)∣∣2) 12 dy < ∞
is the form of the smoothness assumption. By the symmetry of the kernel, the
map Λ†(f) = Λ(f∗)∗ essentially equals Λ and R1 → BMOR12 boundedness follows
with no extra assumptions. Lp-boundedness follows by interpolation and duality
if the Ho¨rmander condition holds also on the second variable. In particular, if we
let R = L∞(Rn)⊗¯M, we recover the main result in [44] in terms of the spaces
Lp(R; ℓ2rc) defined in the Introduction.
Lemma 4.1. Let
Λf(x) =
∫
Rn
k(x, y)⊗ f(y) dy =
∑
j
Ljf(x)⊗ (e1j ⊕∞ ej1)
be the CZO above. Assume that
i)
∞∑
j=1
‖Ljf‖22 + ‖L∗jf‖22 . ‖f‖22 for f ∈ L2(R),
ii) ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
∥∥k(x1, y)− k(x2, y)∥∥ℓ2 dy < ∞,
iii) ess sup
x1,x2
∫
|x1−y|>2|x1−x2|
∥∥k(y, x1)− k(y, x2)∥∥ℓ2 dy < ∞.
Then Λ : R1 → BMOR2 is bounded and the inequality below holds for 1 < p <∞∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
Ljf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(R1;ℓ2rc)
.
p2
p− 1 ‖f‖Lp(R1).
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This gives the Lp-boundedness of operator-valued g-functions and Lusin square
functions, see [44] for more applications. The conditions above hold for convolution
maps with kernels satisfying (
∑
j |∂βξ k̂j(ξ)|2)
1
2 ≤ cn |ξ|−|β| for |β| ≤ [n2 ] + 1, which
is just a form of Ho¨rmander-Mihlin multiplier theorem for ℓ2-valued kernels.
Lemma 4.2. Let ψ : G→ R+ be a length function with dimHψ = n. Let Γ stand
for the free group F∞ with infinitely many generators γ1, γ2, . . . and left regular
representation λΓ. Consider a sequence of functions (hj)j≥1 in Ckn(R+ \ {0}) for
kn = [
n
2 ] + 1 such that( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣∣ dk
dξk
hj(ξ)
∣∣∣2) 12 ≤ cn |ξ|−k for all k ≤ [n
2
]
+ 1.
Let sj : Rn \ {0} → C given by ŝj(ξ) = hj(|ξ|2). Then, we have a cb-map
Φ : L∞(R
n)⊗¯L(Γ) ∋
∑
γ∈Γ
fγ ⊗ λΓ(γ) 7→
∞∑
j=1
sj ∗ fγj ∈ BMORn .
Proof. According to the noncommutative Khintchine inequality for free generators
[59], the map e1j ⊕∞ ej1 7→ λΓ(γj) is a complete isomorphism and the span of
λΓ(γj)’s is completely complemented in L(Γ). In particular, it suffices to show that
we have a cb map L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2) ∋
∑
j fj ⊗
(
e1j ⊕∞ ej1
) 7→∑j sj ∗ fj ∈ BMORn .
Since we have an intersection of row and column at both sides, it is enough to prove
the row-row and column-column complete boundedness. By symmetry, we just
consider the column case, so we are reduced to show that
∑
j fj ⊗ ej1 7→
∑
j sj ∗ fj
defines a cb-map C(L∞(Rn)) → BMOcRn , where C(L∞(Rn)) = L∞(Rn; ℓc2) and C
stands for the column subspace of B(ℓ2). Recall the following simple isometries for
a sequence of matrix-valued functions (fj)j≥1 in R = L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2)
i)
∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
fj ⊗ ej1
∥∥∥
C(R)
= sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2≤1
∥∥∥( ∞∑
j=1
‖fjξ‖2ℓ2
) 1
2
∥∥∥
L∞(Rn)
,
ii)
∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
sj ∗ fj︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
∥∥∥
BMOcR
= sup
Q ball
sup
‖ξ‖ℓ2≤1
(
−
∫
Q
∥∥(fξ)− (fξ)Q∥∥2ℓ2) 12 .
With this in mind, it suffices to show that∥∥∥( ∞∑
j=1
∥∥sj ∗ ϕ∥∥2ℓ2) 12∥∥∥L1(Rn) . ‖ϕ‖H1(ℓ2)
for ℓ2-valued functions, since this implies the predual inequality and we conclude
taking adjoints. By the atomic characterization of H1(ℓ2), we may write its norm as
inf
∑
k |λk| where the infimum runs over all possible decompositions ϕ =
∑
k λkak
as a linear combination of atoms ak, which are mean zero functions Rn → ℓ2
supported by cubes and such that ‖ak‖L2(ℓ2) ≤ |supp ak|−1/2. By the triangle
inequality, it suffices to see that the left hand side is . 1 when ϕ is an arbitrary
atom a supported by an arbitrary cube Q. We have∫
Rn
( ∞∑
j=1
∥∥sj ∗ a(x)∥∥2ℓ2) 12 dx = ∫
5Q
+
∫
Rn\5Q
= A+ B.
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Our hypotheses easily give( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣∂βξ ŝj(ξ)∣∣2) 12 ≤ cn |ξ|−|β| for all β such that |β| ≤ [n2 ]+ 1.
As we remarked before the statement of this result, this implies the hypotheses
of Lemma 4.1. In particular, we have
∑
j ‖sj ∗ f‖22 . ‖f‖22. This, together with
Ho¨lder’s inequality gives rise to
A ≤
√
|5Q|
( ∫
5Q
∞∑
j=1
∥∥sj ∗ a(x)∥∥2ℓ2 dx) 12
≤
√
|5Q|
( ∞∑
k=1
∞∑
j=1
∥∥sj ∗ ak(x)∥∥22) 12 . √|5Q|(∫
Rn
∥∥a(x)∥∥2
ℓ2
dx
) 1
2
. 1,
for a = (ak)k≥1. On the other hand, using the mean-zero condition
B =
∫
Rn\5Q
( ∞∑
j=1
∥∥∥ ∫
Q
(
sj(x− y)− sj(x− cQ)
)
a(y) dy
∥∥∥2
ℓ2
) 1
2
dx
≤
∫
Q
[ ∫
Rn\5Q
( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣sj(x− y)− sj(x − cQ)∣∣2) 12 dx] ∥∥a(y)∥∥ℓ2 dy
.
∫
Q
∥∥a(y)∥∥
ℓ2
dy ≤
√
|Q|
(∫
Rn
∥∥a(y)∥∥2
ℓ2
dy
) 1
2 ≤ 1,
according to condition iii) in Lemma 4.1, which holds as a consequence of the
Ho¨rmander-Mihlin condition in the statement. The estimates for A and B show
that the predual inequality holds and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 4.3. Given f =
∑
g f̂(g)λ(g), let
Λψf =
∑
j
Lψ,jf ⊗ λΓ(γj) =
∑
g,j
hj(ψ(g))f̂(g)λ(g) ⊗ λΓ(γj),
where the hj’s satisfy the same smoothness conditions as above. Then :
i) If GΓ = G× Γ, we have cb-maps
Λψ : L(G) cb−→ BMOSψ,⊗(L(GΓ)) and Λψ : Lp(Ĝ) cb−→ Lp(ĜΓ)
for 1 < p <∞, where Sψ,⊗ = (Sψ,t ⊗ idL(Γ))t≥0. In particular, we obtain∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
Lψ,jf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(Ĝ;ℓ2rc)
≤cb cp ‖f‖Lp(Ĝ).
ii) Additionally, we have
∞∑
j=1
|hj(ξ)|2 = 1 ⇒ ‖f‖Lp(Ĝ) ≤cb cp
∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
Lψ,jf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(Ĝ;ℓ2rc)
.
Proof. By our smoothness assumption on the hj ’s, the map
f ∈ L∞(Rn) 7→
∞∑
j=1
(sj ∗ f)⊗ (e1j ⊕∞ ej1) ∈ BMOR
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is completely bounded from L∞(Rn) to BMOR with R = L∞(Rn)⊗¯B(ℓ2), since the
smoothness of the hj ’s imply the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1. Arguing as in Lemmas
1.3 and 1.5 —like in the start of the proof of Lemma 2.6— in conjunction with the
Khintchine inequalities for the free group generators [22] implies
f ∈ A
R̂ndisc
7→
∞∑
j=1
Tm˜jf ⊗ λΓ(γj) ∈ BMOS′⊗(L∞(Rn)⊗¯L(Γ))
for the multipliers m˜j = hj ◦ | |2 and S ′⊗ = (S′t ⊗ idL(Γ))t≥0, the tensor product
extension of the heat semigroup on the Bohr compactification of Rn. Now, since the
involved multipliers are radial, the whole map is G-equivariant for any orthogonal
action and Lemma 2.2 yields the crossed product extension
T ′ :
∑
g∈G
fgλ(g) ∈ AR̂ndisc⋊G
cb7−→
∞∑
j=1
∑
g∈G
Tm˜j (fg)λ(g) ⊗ λΓ(γj) ∈ BMOS′⋊(R⋊GΓ),
where R⋊GΓ = (L∞(R̂ndisc)⋊G)⊗¯L(Γ) and S⋊ = (St ⋊ idL(GΓ))t≥0. Note that
T ′ ◦ πψ = (πψ ⊗ idL(Γ)) ◦ Λψ
using the embedding πψ : L(G) → L(Hψ) ⋊ G = L∞(R̂ndisc) ⋊ G from the proof
of Theorem 3.4. Indeed, recall that Tm˜j(exp bψ(g)) = hj(ψ(g)) exp bψ(g). This
immediately gives
Λψ : AG cb−→ BMOSψ,⊗(L(GΓ)).
Finally, the same argument as in Lemma 1.6 provides a unique normal extension
Λψ : L(G)→ BMOSψ,⊗(L(GΓ)). The complete boundedness on L2 follows immedi-
ately from the smoothness condition for k = 0 on the hj ’s. Thus, by interpolation
we obtain the complete boundedness for 2 < p <∞. The case 1 < p < 2 is slightly
different because Λψ is not self-dual Λ
∗
ψ(
∑
γ∈Γ fγ ⊗ λΓ(γ)) =
∑
j L
∗
ψ,j(fγj ). Since
the L2 boundedness is clear, we claim it suffices to show that Λ
∗
ψ : L(GΓ)→ BMOSψ
is completely bounded. Indeed, arguing once more as in Theorem 3.4 we find
Λ∗ψ
(∑
γ∈Γ
fγ ⊗ λΓ(γ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
)
= JpΛ
∗
ψ(f) +
∑
g∈G0
∞∑
j=1
hj(0) f̂γj (g)λ(g),
where Jp : Lp(Ĝ) → L◦p(Ĝ) and G0 = {g ∈ G |ψ(g) = 0}. The first term on the
right is completely bounded on Lp by interpolation. To estimate the Lp-norm of
the second term we use Cauchy-Schwarz, the conditional expectation E0 onto the
closure of spanλ(G0), the noncommutative Khintchine inequality for free generators
and the fact that the span of the λΓ(γj)’s is completely complemented in Lp(L(Γ)),
see e.g. [52, 59]. Altogether gives rise to the following estimate∥∥∥ ∑
g∈G0
∞∑
j=1
hj(0) f̂γj (g)λ(g)
∥∥∥
p
≤cb
( ∞∑
j=1
|hj(0)|2
) 1
2
∥∥∥( ∞∑
j=1
|E0(fγj )|2
) 1
2
∥∥∥
p
≤cb
( ∞∑
j=1
|hj(0)|2
) 1
2
∥∥∥( ∞∑
j=1
|fγj |2
) 1
2
∥∥∥
p
.cb
( ∞∑
j=1
|hj(0)|2
) 1
2
∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
fγj ⊗ λΓ(γj)
∥∥∥
p
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.cb
( ∞∑
j=1
|hj(0)|2
) 1
2
∥∥∥∑
γ∈Γ
fγ ⊗ λΓ(γ)
∥∥∥
p
.
This proves the claim. For the L∞ → BMO estimate, we recall that
Φ : L∞(R
n)⊗¯L(Γ) ∋
∑
γ∈Γ
fγ ⊗ λΓ(γ) 7→
∞∑
j=1
sj ∗ fγj =
∞∑
j=1
Tm˜j (fγj ) ∈ BMORn
is completely bounded from Lemma 4.2. Replacing again Rn by R̂ndisc and BMORn
by BMOS′ , we use that Φ is G-equivariant (sj is radial) with respect to the natural
action αψ and apply Lemma 2.2. This shows that Φ⋊idG : R⋊GΓ → BMOS′⋊(R⋊G)
is completely bounded. Then observe that Φ ⋊ idG = T ′∗ and the intertwining
identity T ′∗ ◦ (πψ ⊗ idL(Γ)) = πψ ◦ Λ∗ψ still holds. Hence, Λ∗ψ : AGΓ → BMOSψ is a
cb-map and (after normal extension) we deduce Λψ is completely bounded on Lp
for 1 < p <∞. Thus, we conclude∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=1
Tjf ⊗ δj
∥∥∥
Lp(Ĝ;ℓ2rc)
≤cb cp ‖f‖Lp(Ĝ)
according to the noncommutative Khintchine inequality for free generators. The
proof of ii) is straightforward. Indeed, if
∑
j |hj(ξ)|2 = 1 it is clear that we find
an isometry ‖Λψf‖2 = ‖f‖2. By polarization, 〈f1, f2〉L2(Ĝ) = 〈Λψf1,Λψf2〉L2(ĜΓ).
Therefore, if f ∈ L2(Ĝ) ∩ Lp(Ĝ) we see that
‖f‖p = sup
{〈
Λψf,Λψg
〉
L2(ĜΓ)
∣∣ g ∈ L2(Ĝ) ∩ Lp′(Ĝ), ‖g‖p′ ≤ 1} . ‖Λψf‖p.
By density, this inequality still holds in the whole Lp(Ĝ). Moreover, the same
estimate is valid after matrix amplification and we deduce the assertion once more
by means of the noncommutative Khintchine inequality for free generators. 
5. Examples and comments
We finally illustrate our main results in a variety of scenarios. This includes the
classical groups Tn and Rn, noncommutative tori or the free group algebra. We
also provide new examples of Rieffel’s quantum metric spaces.
5.1. The n-torus. Since∑
j,k
βjβk e
−t‖k−j‖2 =
(π
t
)n
2
∫
Rn
e−π
2‖x‖2/t
∣∣∣∑
j
βj e
2πi〈j,x〉
∣∣∣2 dx ≥ 0,
Schoenberg’s theorem gives that ψ(k) = ‖k‖2 is a length function on Zn. Being an
abelian group, both Gromov products K1ψ and K
2
ψ coincide, so that there is just
one Hilbert space Hψ and one inclusion map bψ : G → Hψ. In the specific case
considered, the inner product takes the form〈 ∑
j∈Zn
ajδj ,
∑
k∈Zn
akδk
〉
Hψ
=
∑
j,k∈Zn
ajak
〈
j, k
〉
Rn
=
∥∥∥ ∑
j∈Zn
ajj
∥∥∥2
Rn
.
According to Lemma 3.1, we have to quotient out the subspace of finitely supported
sequences (aj)j∈Zn for which
∑
j ajj = 0. It is easily checked that the resulting
quotient is n-dimensional —so thatHψ ≃ Rn— and the map bψ : Zn → Rn becomes
the canonical inclusion. This cocycle is equipped with the trivial action αψ,k = idRn
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for all k ∈ Zn. In particular, we find that |αψ(Zn)| = 1 in this case and Theorem A
(ε = 0) meets exactly the classical Mihlin condition, so that we recover the original
formulation of Ho¨rmander-Mihlin theorem for Tn.
5.2. Euclidean multipliers. Taking G = Rndisc the Euclidean space equipped with
the discrete topology and recalling K. de Leeuw’s compactification theorem [10] we
obtain from Theorem A for G abelian (ε = 0) that
Tmf(x) =
∫
Rn
m˜(b(ξ)) f̂ (ξ)e2πi〈x,ξ〉 dξ
is Lp(Rn)-bounded for any cocycle b : Rn → Rd with m˜ Mihlin-smooth of degree
[d2 ] + 1. By picking suitable cocycles, this is related to Ho¨rmander-Mihlin theorem
[25, 45] and de Leeuw’s restriction/periodization theorems [10], see below. Also new
L∞ → BMO estimates will be given. Before illustrating our point, let us analyze the
variety of finite-dimensional cocycles of Rn. To construct a generic d-dimensional
cocycle for G = Rn, assume that we have (n, d) = (n1, d1) + (n2, d2) with nj = 0
iff dj = 0 for j = 1, 2. Consider a triple Σ = (η, π, γ) composed by η ∈ Rd1 , a
representation π : Rn1 → O(d1) and a group homomorphism γ : Rn2 → Rd2 . Then
bΣ(ξ) = bΣ(ξ1 ⊕ ξ2) = (π(ξ1)η − η) ⊕ γ(ξ2) is a cocycle of Rn with HΣ = Rd and
αΣ,ξ = π(ξ1) ⊕ idRd2 . In fact, all possible cocycles Rn → Rd break up into an
orthogonal sum of an inner and a proper part (any of which may vanish) as above.
The proper part is always associated to the trivial action. This characterization is
not hard and it may be folklore. It was already noticed in [8] and a proof can be
easily reconstructed from [75, Exercise 4.5].
1. Mihlin theorem. Apply Theorem A (ε = 0) with the trivial cocycle Rn → Rn.
2. de Leeuw’s restriction theorem. K. de Leeuw proved in [10] that the restriction
to Rk of any sufficiently smooth function m : Rn → C which defines an Lp-bounded
Fourier multiplier, is also Lp-bounded. In our setting, this corresponds (under
Mihlin regularity of the original multiplier) to take the standard cocycle Rk → Rn
given by the inclusion map with the trivial action. The same argument works for
restriction onto integer lattices Zk or affine deformations of it.
3. de Leeuw’s periodization theorem. Another consequence of de Leeuw’s approach
is that Zn-periodizations of Lp-multipliers in Rn supported by the unit cube remain
in the same class, see also Jodeit [26]. Under Mihlin regularity of the original
multiplier, this corresponds to the (inner) cocycle ξ ∈ Rn 7→∑(e2πiξj − 1)ej ∈ R2n
with the corresponding action as described above. Here the lifting multiplier is
taken to coincide with the original multiplier in an n-torus of R2n and smoothly
truncated outside it. Our L∞ → BMO estimate is apparently new.
4. Directional multipliers. Taking uγ = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γn) ∈ Rn and the 1-dimensional
cocycle bΣ : ξ ∈ Rn 7→
∑
ξjγj ∈ R, we just need to control 1 derivative of the lifting
multiplier m˜. Letting γj = δj=j0 we obtain multipliers depending only on the j0-th
coordinate. Taking γ1, γ2, . . . , γn to be Z-independent, we obtain injective cocycles
in Zn (i.e. arbitrary smooth multipliers) and multipliers depending only on the
direction uγ in Rn. Our L∞ → BMO estimates are of particular interest when
m˜(ξ) = −isgn(ξ) and bΣ as above. Namely, it turns out thatmξ = m˜(bΣ(ξ)) induces
the directional Hilbert transform Huγ in the direction of uγ . It is well-known that
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Huγ is not L∞ → BMO bounded for the classical BMO space. However, Theorem
3.4 provides the alternative space BMOuγ = BMOSψ for ψ(ξ) = |〈ξ, uγ〉|2. Recall
that this BMO space interpolates with Lp and thus provides the right endpoint
estimate for the directional Hilbert transform. Working with proper d-dimensional
cocycles we obtain some generalizations for 1 ≤ d ≤ n.
5.3. Donut type multipliers. In fact, other cocycles provide a large family of
exotic Lp multipliers in Rn. The same construction applies in Tn. As an illustration
consider the cocycle
b(ξ) = (cos 2παξ − 1, sin 2παξ, cos 2πβξ − 1, sin 2πβξ)
for some α, β ∈ R+. Theorem A shows that the restriction of a Mihlin multiplier in
R4 to this donut helix will be an Lp multiplier on R. It is useful to compare it with
de Leeuw’s periodization theorem for compactly supported multipliers. The main
difference here is the irregularity obtained from choosing α/β irrational, leading
to a geodesic flow with dense orbit. Hence, m oscillates infinitely often with no
periodic pattern. Taking for instance 0 < γ < 12 and m˜(γ) = |γ|2γ for γ small and
m˜ smoothly truncated outside B3(0), Theorem A shows that
m˜(b(ξ)) =
(
2− cos(2παξ)− cos(2πβξ))γ
is an Lp multiplier in R. These examples are certainly less standard. With some
hindsight, they can be obtained via a clever combination of classical results, we
invite the reader to try! However, it seems fair to say that such a general statement
follows naturally from our approach, see [3, 53] for related results.
Geometrically, we embed R in a 2-dimensional torus as an infinite non-periodic
helix. This geodesic flow clearly generalizes by taking cocycles Rn → R2d of the
form
bΣ(ξ) =
d⊕
s=1
(
e2πi
∑
j ξjγ
s
j − 1).
Further examples arise from mixed —neither inner nor proper— cocycles.
5.4. The noncommutative tori. We now generalize for noncommutative tori the
Ho¨rmander-Mihlin conditions. Given n ≥ 1 and an n× n antisymmetric matrix Θ
with entries 0 ≤ θij < 1, we define the noncommutative torus with n generators
associated to the angle Θ as the von Neumann algebra AΘ generated by n unitaries
u1, u2, . . . , un satisfying the relations ujuk = e
2πiθjkukuj . Every element of AΘ
can be written as an element in the closure of the span of words of the form
wk = u
k1
1 u
k2
2 · · ·uknn with k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn. Moreover, we equip AΘ with
the normalized trace
τ(f) = τ
( ∑
k∈Zn
f̂(k)wk
)
= f̂(0).
The classical n-dimensional torus corresponds to Θ = 0, so that A0 = L∞(Tn). On
the other hand, once we have defined AΘ, it is clear what should be the aspect of
the heat semigroup for noncommutative tori. Namely
SΘ,t(f) = SΘ,t
( ∑
k∈Zn
f̂(k)wk
)
=
∑
k∈Zn
f̂(k) e−t|k|
2
wk.
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We may not apply directly any of our results in Section 3 since AΘ is not the
group von Neumann algebra of a discrete group. We will use instead that AΘ
embeds in the von Neumann algebra of a discretized Heisenberg group. Given an
antisymmetric n× n matrix Θ with entries 0 ≤ θjk < 1, consider the bilinear form
BΘ : Zn × Zn → R given by BΘ(ξ, ζ) = 12
∑n
j,k=1 θjkξjζk =
1
2 〈ξ,Θζ〉. Define the
discretized Heisenberg group HΘ = R× Zn with the product
(x, ξ) · (z, ζ) = (x+ z +BΘ(ξ, ζ), ξ + ζ).
Lemma 5.1. We have
L(HΘ) =
∫ ⊕
R
AxΘ dx.
Proof. Let λ denote the left regular representation of HΘ. Since (x, 0) commutes
in HΘ with every (z, ζ), it turns out that λ(R, 0) lives in the center of the algebra
L(HΘ). Using von Neumann’s decomposition theorem for subalgebras of the center
L(HΘ) =
∫ ⊕
sp(λ(R))
Mx dx =
∫ ⊕
R
Mx dx.
Given ξ ∈ Zn, we set wξ = λ(0, ξ) and observe that wξwζ = λ(BΘ(ξ, ζ), ξ + ζ)
implies wξwζ = λ
(
BΘ(ξ, ζ) − BΘ(ζ, ξ), 0
)
wζwξ. The wξ’s are generated by the
unitaries uj = λ(0, ej) which satisfy ujuk = e
2πiθjk·ukuj. Moreover, since λ(R)
acts on Mx by scalar multiplication we see that Mx = 〈uj(x) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n〉 where
the uj(x)’s arise from
uj =
∫ ⊕
R
uj(x) dx and satisfy uj(x)uk(x) = e
2πiθjkxuk(x)uj(x).
Therefore, we have proved that Mx = AxΘ as expected. 
Corollary 5.2. Given an angle Θ with n generators, let
Tm :
∑
k∈Zn
f̂(k)wk 7→
∑
k∈Zn
mk f̂(k)wk
be the Fourier multiplier on AΘ associated to m : Zn → C. Let m˜ : Rn → C be a
lifting multiplier for m, so that m˜|Zn = m. Assume that m˜ ∈ C[
n
2 ]+1(Rn \ {0}) and∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−|β| for all multi-index β s.t. |β| ≤ [n2 ] + 1.
Then, Tm : Lp(AΘ) cb→ Lp(AΘ) for all 1 < p <∞ and Tm : L∞(AΘ) cb→ BMOSΘ .
Proof. Let us consider the heat semigroup SΘ,t(λ(x, ξ)) = e
−t|ξ|2λ(x, ξ) and also
the length function ψ(x, ξ) = |ξ|2 in HΘ. Note that SΘ = Sψ in the terminology of
Section 3. The length function yields to the non-injective cocycle HΘ → Rn given
by bψ(x, ξ) = ξ. The associated action is trivial since
αψ,(z,ζ)(ξ) = αψ,(z,ζ)(bψ(0, ξ)) = bψ((z, ζ) · (0, ξ))− bψ(z, ζ) = ξ.
In particular, |αψ(HΘ)| <∞ and we know that
TM :
∑
h∈HΘ
f̂(h)λ(h) 7→
∑
h∈HΘ
Mhf̂(h)λ(h)
will be completely bounded L(HΘ) → BMOSΘ as far as we can find a lifting mul-
tiplier m˜ ◦ bψ(h) =Mh satisfying the smoothness condition in the statement. Note
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also that the non-injectivity of the cocycle imposes M(x,ξ) = M(z,ξ) for x, z ∈ R.
However, this is not a restriction for the multipliermk in the statement since bψ(x, ·)
is injective for any x. In other words, we use mk = M(0,k) = m˜ ◦ bψ(0, k) = m˜(k)
as expected. Therefore, since
M(x,ξ) is x-independent ⇒ TM =
∫ ⊕
R
Tm|AxΘ dx,
we conclude that
ess sup
x∈R
∥∥Tm : AxΘ → BMOΘ∥∥cb <∞.
To show complete boundedness for x = 1, we restrict the above inequality to the
C∗-algebra generated by the uj ’s, where the AxΘ-norm is x-continuous in the sense
of continuous fields [66]. This proves the L∞ → BMO complete boundedness for
x = 1 by weak-∗ density. The Lp(AΘ)→ Lp(AΘ) complete boundedness is proved
as usual by interpolation and duality since SΘ is regular as in Theorem 1.2. 
Remark 5.3. There is an alternative proof of Corollary 5.2 by transference. The
authors in [4] have recently extended to AΘ several results from classical harmonic
analysis on Tn using this idea. In particular, they prove that cb-multipliers on the
quantum n-torus are exactly those on the usual n-torus with equal cb-norms.
5.5. The free group algebra L(Fn). All that is needed to apply Theorems A and
B for the free group is to know the more we can about finite-dimensional cocycles
on Fn. These cocycles are easy to classify. It suffices to know b(gk) and αgk for the
generators gk, but any choice of points and unitaries in Rd is admissible by freeness.
Thus the family of finite-dimensional cocycles of Fn is too rich. We will concentrate
on describing low dimensional injective cocycles since they can be regarded as basic
building blocks of our family. Since Fn embeds isomorphically into F2 for all n ≥ 2
let us just consider the free group F2 with two generators a1, a2. The construction
below is well-known to group/measure theorists. Our first observation goes back
to the proof of the Banach-Tarski paradox. Namely, if θ ∈ R \ 2πQ the subgroup
of SO(3) generated by
A1 =
 cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 and A2 =
 1 0 00 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ

is isomorphic to F2 under the mapping
F2 ∋ an1k1 an2k2 · · · anrkr︸ ︷︷ ︸
w
7→ An1k1An2k2 · · ·Anrkr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wθ
∈ SO(3)
with k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ {1, 2}, kj 6= kj+1 and n1, n2, . . . , nr ∈ Z. On the other hand
SO(3) acts naturally on R3 and αθ(w) = Wθ defines an isometric action F2 y R3
with associated cocycle map bθξ(w) =Wθ(ξ)− ξ for some ξ ∈ Hθ = R3. Therefore
we find a 3-dimensional cocycle (Hθ, bθξ, αθ) for any ξ ∈ R3. In order to pick ξ so
that bθξ is injective we must show that
Aθ =
⋂
w∈F2\{e}
{
γ ∈ R3 |Wθ(γ) 6= γ
}
is nonempty. However, given w ∈ F2 \ {e}, the orthogonal map Wθ is a nonidentity
linear map on Rn. In particular, the Lebesgue measure of R3 \Aθ is zero since it is
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a countable union of linear subspaces with codimension at least 1. This proves that
the action αθ is weakly free with respect to almost every ξ ∈ R3 and for all such
ξ’s we find an injective bθξ : F2 → R3. Our construction above is not completely
constructive since we have not provided a criterium to pick the right ξ’s. If e1, e2, e3
denotes the standard basis of R3, this can be fixed taking Hθ = R9 and
αθ(w) = Wθ ⊕Wθ ⊕Wθ,
bθ(w) =
(
Wθ(e1)− e1
)⊕ (Wθ(e2)− e2)⊕ (Wθ(e3)− e3).
Corollary 5.4. Given θ ∈ R \ 2πQ, consider the free group algebra L(F2) equipped
with the cocycle (Hθ, bθ, αθ) above. Let ψθ denote the associated length function
and fix a function m˜ ∈ C5(R9 \ {0}) with∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣ . |ξ|−|β|+ε for all |β| ≤ 5.
Then, if m : F2 → C is of the form mw = m˜ ◦ bθ(w)
Tm :
∑
w
f̂(w)λ(w) 7→
∑
w
mwf̂(w)λ(w)
defines a cb-map on Lp(L(F2), τ) for 1 < p <∞ and also from L(F2) to BMOSψθ .
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem A and Remark 3.6. 
Further results follow inspecting the conditions of the other results from Section 3.
Remark 5.5. Given the free group Fn = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn〉,
gr1k1g
r2
k2
· · · grmkm 7→
n∑
s=1
( ∑
kj=s
rj
)
es
defines a (non-injective) Zn-valued cocycle with respect to the trivial action. It
vanishes on a normal subgroup Hn with Fn/Hn ≃ Zn. Hence, the corresponding
semigroup BMOSψ lives in L(Fn/Hn) ≃ L∞(Tn). Since the associated action is
trivial, Theorem A with ε = 0 shows that Fourier multipliers on Fn constant in
the cosets of Hn can be analyzed in terms of the corresponding multiplier in the
n-dimensional torus. We may also compose the given cocycle with other cocycles of
Zn to obtain cocycles of Fn. That way, our exotic examples for the n-torus can be
transferred to produce examples in the free group. In fact, this observation applies
for many finitely-generated groups. Indeed, by the Grushko-Neumann theorem any
finitely-generated G factorizes as a finite free product of finitely-generated freely
indecomposable groups G1 ∗G2 ∗ · · · ∗Gn. Thus, the same construction applies as
long as all the factors Gj have independent generators gs satisfying
gr1k1g
r2
k2
· · · grmkm = e ⇒
∑
kj=s
rj = 0 for all 1 ≤ s ≤ n.
5.6. New quantum metric spaces. The notion of compact quantum metric
space was originally introduced by Rieffel [67, 68]. Let A be a C∗-algebra and
B a unital, dense ∗-subalgebra of A. Let ‖ · ‖lip be a seminorm on B vanishing
exactly on C1A. The triple (A,B, ‖ ·‖lip) is called a compact quantum metric space
if the metric ρ(φ1, φ2) = sup{|φ1(x) − φ2(x)| | x ∈ B and ‖x‖lip ≤ 1} coincides
with the weak-∗ topology on the state space S(A). This crucial property is hard
to verify in general. Ozawa and Rieffel have found an equivalent condition to this
property [50, Proposition 1.3], we rewrite it as a lemma.
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Lemma 5.6. If σ is a state on A and{
x ∈ B such that ‖x‖lip ≤ 1 and σ(x) = 0
}
is relatively compact in A, then (A,B, ‖ · ‖lip) is a compact quantum metric space.
Given a length function ψ : G→ R+, let (Hψ , αψ, bψ) be either the left or right
cocycle associated to it. We will say that ψ yields a well-separated metric if we
have
∆ψ = inf
bψ(g) 6=0
ψ(g) = inf
bψ(g) 6=bψ(h)
∥∥bψ(g)− bψ(h)∥∥2Hψ > 0.
Lemma 5.7. If dimHψ = n and ∆ψ > 0, we have∣∣∣{bψ(g) ∣∣ k∆ψ ≤ |bψ(g)| ≤ (k + 1)∆ψ}∣∣∣ ≤ 5n kn−1 .
Proof. If ξ1 6= ξ2 belong to bψ(G), we have(
ξ1 +
∆ψ
2
Bn
)
∩
(
ξ2 +
∆ψ
2
Bn
)
= ∅,
where Bn denotes the Euclidean unit ball in Hψ. This shows that∣∣∣{bψ(g) ∣∣ k∆ψ ≤ |bψ(g)| ≤ (k + 1)∆ψ}∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∆ψ
2
Bn
∣∣∣−1[∣∣∣((k + 1)∆ψ + ∆ψ
2
)
Bn
∣∣∣− ∣∣∣(k∆ψ − ∆ψ
2
)
Bn
∣∣∣]
= (2k + 3)n − (2k − 1)n =
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
(2k)n−j
(
3j − (−1)j) ≤ 5nkn−1 . 
Consider now a discrete group G equipped with a length function ψ. We have
noticed above that G0 = {g ∈ G | ψ(g) = 0} is a subgroup of G. If we consider the
usual semigroup Sψ given by Sψ,t(λ(g)) = e−tψ(g)λ(g), recall that
L◦p(Ĝ) =
{
f ∈ Lp(Ĝ)
∣∣ lim
t→∞
Sψ,tf = 0
}
=
{
f ∈ Lp(Ĝ)
∣∣ f̂(g) = 0 for all g ∈ G0}.
Lemma 5.8. If dimHψ = n, ∆ψ > 0, |G0| <∞ and∣∣m˜(ξ)∣∣ ≤ cn|ξ|−(n+ε) for some ε > 0,
then Tm˜◦bψ : L1(Ĝ)→ L∞(Ĝ) is cb-bounded. In particular∥∥Sψ,t : L◦1(Ĝ)→ L∞(Ĝ)∥∥cb ≤ cn(∆ψ)tn/2 .
Proof. Given f =
∑
g f̂(g)⊗ λ(g) ∈ Sr1(L1(Ĝ)) with f̂(g) ∈Mr, we have
‖f‖Sr1(L1(Ĝ)) = sup‖f ′‖
Sr∞(L∞(Ĝ))
≤1
tr ⊗ τ(f∗f ′)
≥ sup
‖ag⊗λ(g)‖Sr∞(L∞(Ĝ))
≤1
tr
(
f̂(g)∗ag
)
= ‖f̂(g)‖Sr1 ≥
∥∥f̂(g)⊗ λ(g)∥∥
Sr1(L∞(Ĝ))
.
This, together with the fact |{g ∈ G | bψ(g) = ξ}| = |G0| for all ξ ∈ bψ(G), yield∥∥∥∑
g∈G
mg f̂(g)⊗ λ(g)
∥∥∥
Sr1 (L∞(Ĝ))
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≤ |me|
∥∥∥ ∑
ψ(g)=0
f̂(g)⊗ λ(g)
∥∥∥
Sr1 (L∞(Ĝ))
+
∑
k≥1
∑
ξ∈bψ(G)
k∆ψ≤|ξ|<(k+1)∆ψ
|m˜(ξ)|
∥∥∥ ∑
bψ(g)=ξ
f̂(g)⊗ λ(g)
∥∥∥
Sr1(L∞(Ĝ))
≤
(
|me|+
∑
k≥1
∑
ξ∈bψ(G)
k∆ψ≤|ξ|<(k+1)∆ψ
|m˜(ξ)|
)
|G0| ‖f‖Sr1(L1(Ĝ))
≤ 5n
(
|me|+
∑
k≥1
kn−1(k∆ψ)
−n+ε
)
|G0| ‖f‖Sr1(L1(Ĝ)) = cn,ε(∆ψ) |G0| ‖f‖1.
The third inequality follows from Lemma 5.7 and our growth assumption on m˜.
The second assertion follows similarly. Indeed, since f ∈ L◦1(Ĝ) we may ignore the
term |me| above and the result follows from the inequality∑
k
kn−1e−tk
2 ≤ C(n)Γ(n/2)t−n/2. 
To state our next result, we need to consider the gradient form associated to
the infinitesimal generator Aψ(λ(g)) = ψ(g)λ(g) of our semigroup Sψ. Namely, if
C[G] stands for the algebra of trigonometric polynomials (whose norm closure is
the reduced C∗-algebra of G), we set for f1, f2 ∈ C[G]
2Γ(f1, f2) = Aψ(f
∗
1 )f2 + f
∗
1Aψ(f2)−Aψ(f∗1 f2).
Consider the seminorm
‖f‖Γ = max
{∥∥Γ(f, f)∥∥ 12
∞
,
∥∥Γ(f∗, f∗)∥∥ 12
∞
}
and the pseudo-metric distψ(g, h) =
√
ψ(g−1h). We find the following result.
Corollary 5.9. If dimHψ <∞, the following implication holds
distψ well-separated metric ⇒ (C∗red(G),C[G], ‖ · ‖Γ) quantum metric space.
Proof. Since distψ(g, h) = ‖bψ(g)− bψ(h)‖Hψ , it defines a metric iff bψ : G→ Hψ
is injective iff G0 = {e}. On the other hand, recalling that Γ(f, f) ≥ 0, we see that
Γ(f, f) = 0 iff τ(Γ(f, f)) = 0. It is easily checked that τ(Γ(f, f)) =
∑
g |f̂(g)|2ψ(g).
Hence we deduce that ‖ · ‖Γ vanishes in C1 iff G0 = {e} iff distψ is a metric. It is
also clear that distψ is well-separated iff ∆ψ > 0. In particular, we can not have
infinitely many points of bψ(G) inside any ball of the finite-dimensional Hilbert
space Hψ. This means that the set {ψ(g)−1 |g 6= e} can not have a cluster point
different from 0, so that
A−1ψ : L
◦
2(Ĝ)→ L◦2(Ĝ)
is a compact operator. According to [30, Theorem 1.1.7], A
−1/2
ψ : L
◦
p(Ĝ)→ L◦∞(Ĝ)
is also compact for any p > n+ ε. Lemma 5.8 has been essential at this point, see
[30]. This means that{
f ∈ L◦∞(Ĝ)
∣∣ ∥∥A1/2ψ f∥∥p ≤ 1} = {f ∈ L∞(Ĝ) ∣∣ ∥∥A1/2ψ f∥∥p ≤ 1 and τ(f) = 0}
is relatively compact in L∞(Ĝ). According to the main result in [30], we see that∥∥A1/2ψ f∥∥p ≤ cpmax{∥∥Γ(f, f) 12 ∥∥p, ∥∥Γ(f∗, f∗) 12∥∥p} ≤ cp ‖f‖Γ.
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We deduce from this inequality that{
f ∈ L∞(Ĝ)
∣∣ ‖f‖Γ ≤ 1 and τ(f) = 0}
is relatively compact in L∞(Ĝ). The desired result follows from Lemma 5.6. 
Remark 5.10. Let G = Z and ψ(k) = |k|2. Consider the commutator [Aαψ, f ] of
Aαψ and f ∈ C[Z]. Rieffel [68] showed that the triple (C∗red(Z),C[Z], ‖[Aαψ , · ]‖) is
a compact quantum metric space for all 0 < α ≤ 12 . The same argument of the
previous corollary shows that this is true for 12 < α ≤ 1 too. Indeed, in this case
n = 1 and applying Lemma 5.8 together with [30, Theorem 1.1.7], we have that
A−αψ is compact from L
◦
2(T) to L
◦
∞(T) since we may choose ε > 0 such that 2 >
1+ε
2α
for any α > 14 . In particular, {x ∈ L◦∞(T) | ‖Aαψf‖2 ≤ 1} is relatively compact in
L∞(T). Note that ‖[Aαψ, f ]‖ ≥ ‖[Aαψ, f ]1‖2 = ‖Aαψ(f)‖2. We conclude that{
f ∈ L∞(T)
∣∣ ∥∥[Aαψ, f ]∥∥ ≤ 1 and ∫
T
fdµ = 0
}
is relatively compact. Again, we deduce the assertion from Lemma 5.6. Moreover,
the exact same argument applies on Z2 with 12 < α ≤ 1 and on Z3 with 34 < α ≤ 1.
6. Conclusions
The classical form of Ho¨rmander-Mihlin theorem on the compact dual of Zn
is applied either for testing boundedness of a given multiplier or for constructing
multipliers out of smooth lifting functions. In both situations the standard length
ψ(k) = |k|2 with its associated cocycle bψ : Zn →֒ Rn are used in conjunction with
transference. The properties which characterize this cocycle are ∆ψ > 0 and the
injectivity of the cocycle map bψ. The injectivity avoids additional restrictions on
the multiplier m under the lifting m = m˜◦ bψ, while the well-separatedness ∆ψ > 0
preserves the discrete topology of Zn in its image on Rn. Here is a description of
those finite-dimensional cocycles of Zn.
Lemma 6.1. Let ψ be a length function on Zn giving rise to a finite-dimensional
cocycle (Hψ, αψ, bψ). Assume that dimHψ = d, bψ is injective and ∆ψ > 0, then
we have
• αψ : Zn → Aut(Hψ) is the trivial action,
• d = n, Hψ ≃ Rn and bψ : Zn → Hψ is a group homomorphism.
Proof. We know from Paragraph 5.2 that
bψ(k) = bψ(k1 ⊕ k2) =
(
π(k1)η − η
)⊕ γ(k2),
where (n, d) = (n1, d1) + (n2, d2) and n1 = 0 iff d1 = 0, the map π : Zn1 → O(d1)
is an orthogonal representation, γ : Zn2 → Rd2 is a group homomorphism, η ∈ Rd1
and the action has the form αψ(k) = π(k1) ⊕ idRd2 . Moreover, we claim that
(n1, d1) = (0, 0) from the hypotheses. Indeed, assume that n1, d1 > 0. Then, the
injectivity of bψ and the condition ∆ψ > 0 imply that {π(k1)η− η | k1 ∈ Zn1} is an
infinite set of points in Rd1 mutually separated by a distance greater than or equal
to
√
∆ψ > 0. This means that the set must be unbounded, which is a contradiction
since ‖π(k1)η − η‖Hψ ≤ 2‖η‖Hψ for all k1 ∈ Zn1 . Once we know (n1, d1) = (0, 0),
the action αψ must be trivial if bψ has no inner part and we get that bψ = γ is
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a group homomorphism. We also know that d ≤ n since bψ(e1), bψ(e2), . . . , bψ(en)
linearly generate Hψ. To prove that d ≥ n, we use the injectivity of bψ and
simultaneous Dirichlet’s Diophantine approximation. Namely, if d < n we may
find β = (βj) ∈ Rn \ {0} such that
∑
j βjbψ(ej) = 0. This does not contradict the
injectivity of bψ since the βj ’s are not necessarily integers. However, given any N > 1
and by Dirichlet approximation, we may find p1(N), p2(N), . . . , pn(N), q(N) ∈ Z such
that ∣∣∣βj − pj(N)
q(N)
∣∣∣ ≤ 1
q(N)NN
1
n
.
This implies that∣∣∣bψ( n∑
j=1
pj(N)ej
)∣∣∣ ≤ 1
q(N)N−1N
1
n
n∑
j=1
|bψ(ej)| −→ 0 as N→∞.
Note however that this contradicts the condition ∆ψ > 0 of well-separatedness. 
In particular, given a length function ψ : G → R+, it is natural to call ψ a
standard length function if ∆ψ > 0 and the associated cocycle bψ : G → Hψ is
injective. Similarly, we will say that a cocycle is standard when so is the length
function it gives rise to. Although standard cocycles are an important piece of the
theory, they are definitely not the whole of it! We have already illustrated this
with our “donut multipliers” above. Let us analyze what new information can be
extracted from our results so far.
6.1. Small dimension vs smooth interpolation. If we are given a fixed Fourier
multiplier on L(G), the problem of finding the optimal cocycle and lifting multiplier
to study its Lp boundedness might be quite hard.
Problem 6.2. Given a Fourier multiplier∑
g
f̂(g)λ(g) 7→
∑
g
mg f̂(g)λ(g)
a) Find low dimensional injective cocycles bψ : G→ Hψ.
b) Given such (Hψ, bψ, αψ), find m˜ ∈ C[n2 ]+1(Rn \ {0}) with m˜(bψ(g)) = mg
and minimizing
sup
ξ∈Rn
sup
|β|≤[n2 ]+1
max
{|ξ||β|+ε, |ξ||β|−ε} ∣∣∂βξ m˜(ξ)∣∣,
where ε may be 0 under any of the situations considered in Paragraph 3.4.
Once fixed a cocycle, we must find a lifting multiplier for m : G→ C optimizing
the constants. This means that we have to control a number of derivatives of a
smooth function m˜ taking certain preassigned values on a cloud of points bψ(g) in
Rn. In particular, this fits in Fefferman’s approach to the smooth interpolation of
data carried out in [15, 16, 17]. There is no canonical answer for questions a) and b)
and in general we find certain incompatibility. Indeed, if we pick γ1, γ2, . . . , γn ∈ R
linearly independent over Z, the cocycle k 7→∑j γjkj associated to the trivial action
is a 1-dimensional injective cocycle for Zn. This minimizes the number of derivatives
to estimate for the lifting multiplier. Note however that {∑j γjkj | k ∈ Zn} is a
dense cloud of points in R and the ψ-metric is far from being well-separated. In
general this makes harder to solve b), and the lifting multiplier will be highly
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oscillating in many cases. On the other hand, as we have seen for Rn, certain
multipliers can only be treated with alternative cocycles like this one. In summary
our notion of “smooth multiplier” is very much affected by the cocycle we use.
Problem 6.3. Solve Problem 6.2 using standard cocycles, not just injective ones.
This is more restrictive and we will not always find finite-dimensional standard
cocycles, see the next paragraph. On the other hand, if we content ourselves with
not necessarily injective well-separated cocycles, we may apply our construction in
Remark 5.5 for finitely generated groups.
6.2. Infinite-dimensional standard cocycles. There exists two distinguished
length functions on Z, the absolute value ψ(k) = |k| and its square respectively
related to the Poisson and heat semigroups. Both yield standard cocycles, but one
of them is infinite-dimensional while the other has dimension 1. If we take free
products of Z only the Poisson like cocycle survives. Hence we wonder if there exist
finite-dimensional standard cocycles for the free group. A negative answer follows
from a classical theorem of Bieberbach [2]. Let us recall that a group G is called
virtually abelian whenever it has an abelian subgroup H of finite index, so that
G has finitely many left/right H-cosets. Bieberbach’s theorem claims that every
discrete subgroup of Rn ⋊O(n) is virtually abelian.
Theorem 6.4. If G has a finite-dimensional standard cocycle, G is virtually abelian.
Proof. Note that g 7→ (bψ(g), αψ,g) ∈ Hψ ⋊O(dimHψ) defines an injective group
isomorphism for any standard cocycle. Moreover, the well-separatedness property
shows that it is an homeomorphism. Thus, G can be regarded as a discrete subgroup
of Hψ⋊O(dimHψ)with dimHψ <∞.We conclude from Bieberbach’s theorem. 
According to this result, we see in particular that nonabelian free groups do not
admit finite-dimensional standard cocycles. A unitary representation of a locally
compact group G is called primary if the center of its intertwining algebra C(π) is
trivial. The group G is said to be of type I whenever the von Neumann algebra
Aπ generated by every primary representation π is a type I factor. This condition
turns out to be crucial to admit Plancherel type theorems in terms of irreducible
unitary representations, see [18, Chapter 7] for explicit results.
Corollary 6.5. A discrete group is virtually abelian if and only if it is of type I.
Proof. By Thoma’s theorem [74], a discrete group is type I iff it has a normal
abelian subgroup of finite index, hence virtually abelian. On the contrary, if G
is virtually abelian it admits an abelian subgroup H of finite index. Let us show
that we can pick another such H being a normal subgroup. The map γ : g 7→ Λg
with Λg(g
′H) = gg′H defines a group homomorphism between G and the symmetric
group of permutations SG/H on the space of left H-cosets. Its kernel is clearly a
normal subgroup of G, which is abelian since it is contained in H and of finite index
since G/ kerγ ≃ Img γ is a subgroup of a finite group, hence finite. 
A locally compact group G satisfies Kazhdan’s property (T) when the trivial rep-
resentation is an isolated point in the dual object with the Fell topology. A discrete
group G satisfies this property iff all its cocycles are inner. Moreover, a cocycle
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is inner iff it is bounded. Hence, infinite groups satisfying Kazhdan property (T)
do not admit finite-dimensional standard cocycles. In summary, many interesting
discrete groups do not admit a finite-dimensional “standard” Ho¨rmander-Mihlin
theory as it happens with the integer lattice Zn. Our results establish a more
general theory which includes these cases.
6.3. Bohr compactification. We have∫
R̂n
disc
λ(ξ) dµ =
∫
R̂n
disc
e2πi〈ξ,x〉 dµ(x) = δξ,0
for the Haar measure µ on R̂ndisc. Being a Haar measure on a compact group, it is a
translation invariant probability measure on the Bohr compactification. Therefore
it vanishes on every measurable bounded set of Rn and µ is singular to the Lebesgue
measure. In fact
δξ,0 = lim
t→∞
exp(−t|ξ|2) = lim
t→∞
(π
t
)n
2
∫
Rn
e2πi〈ξ,x〉 exp
(
− π
2|x|2
t
)
dx,
so that we find∫
R̂ndisc
f dµ = lim
t→∞
(π
t
)n
2
∫
Rn
f(x) exp
(
− π
2|x|2
t
)
dx.
In other words, the measure µ can be understood as a limit of averages along large
balls. By subordination, the same holds for Poisson kernels. As it follows from
Theorem D, a dimension-free Caldero´n-Zygmund theory for Fourier multipliers on
arbitrary discrete groups would follow from a dimension-free CZ theory on the Bohr
compactification. This leads us to the following very natural problem.
Problem 6.6. Develop a CZ theory for the heat/Poisson semigroups on R̂∞disc.
In order to bring some hope to the problem suggested above, we can construct
non-trivial radial Fourier multipliers in the Bohr compactification of R∞. In terms
of Theorem D, we may equivalently say that the class of radial Fourier multipliers
which are bounded Th◦ψ : L(G) → BMOSψ (L(G)) for any discrete group G with
dimHψ = ∞ is not trivial. Indeed, as it follows from [31], imaginary powers of
length functions are bounded with dimension free constants. More concretely given
any discrete group G and any length function ψ : G→ R+, the family of functions
of the form
mg =
√
ψ(g)
∫
R+
e−s
√
ψ(g) f(s) ds
with f : R+ → C bounded, define radial multipliers for which
Tm : L(G)→ BMOSψ
is bounded and its norm does not depend on dimHψ. Recall that
f(s) =
s−2iγ
Γ(1 − iγ) with γ ∈ R ⇒ mg = ψ(g)
iγ .
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6.4. Ho¨rmander-Mihlin dimension. According to our geometrical analysis, low
dimensional injective cocycles are basic building blocks to study the Lp boundedness
of Fourier multipliers on compact duals of discrete groups. We may for instance
reconstruct (up to an orthogonal change of basis) the standard cocycle Zn → Rn
as the direct sum of n one-dimensional injective cocycles. Thus, given a discrete
group G we define its Ho¨rmander-Mihlin dimension HM-dim(G) as
inf
{
dimHψ
∣∣ ψ : G→ R+ length function with bψ : G→ Hψ injective}.
In other words, ignoring degenerate multipliers which are constant in the cosets of
certain subgroup, the Ho¨rmander-Mihlin dimension gives a lower scale to construct
meaningful cocycles. We have already proved that
• HM-dim(Zn) = 1 for all n ≥ 1.
• HM-dim(Fn) ≤ 3 for all 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞.
Lemma 6.7. We have
i) HM-dim is defined for every discrete G.
ii) Given a discrete group G, we have that
HM-dim(G) =∞
if G is finitely generated, non-amenable and does not contain F2.
Proof. The first assertion claims that every discrete G has an injective cocycle into
a (possibly infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space. Indeed, just take Hψ = ℓ2(G,R)
the space of R-valued square integrable functions on G with its usual inner product
and bψ(g) = δg−δe, which is naturally implemented by the action of the left regular
representation. The second assertion is a little more subtle. Assume that such a
G admits an injective cocycle (H, α, b) with dimH = n < ∞. This means that we
have an injective group homomorphism
π : g ∈ G 7→
(
αg b(g)
0 1
)
∈ Aff(Rn) ⊂ GLn+1(R),
so that G is a finitely generated subgroup of GLn+1(R). By Tits alternative, G
must be either amenable or contain F2 as a subgroup, a contradiction. Examples
of infinite-HM-dimensional groups are therefore the Burnside groups B(m,n) for
m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 665 odd, see [60] for more on this topic. 
Remark 6.8. Note also that:
• If HM-dim(Gk) <∞ for k ≥ 1 we find
HM-dim
( n∏
k=1
Gk
)
≤
n∑
k=1
HM-dim(Gk).
• Assume HM-dim(G),HM-dim(H) <∞ and
◦ ψ is a length function of G with
ψ(g) 6= 0 for g 6= e and dimHψ = HM-dim(G),
◦ There exists an action β : Hy G such that ψ ◦ βh = ψ.
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Then we may estimate the Ho¨rmander dimension of G⋊β H as follows
HM-dim
(
G⋊β H
) ≤ HM-dim(G) + HM-dim(H).
The proofs of these estimates are straightforward and we leave them to the reader.
Remark 6.9. We have already seen there exist certain discrete groups with no
finite-dimensional injective cocycles. In fact, the Tarski monster group Γ has no
finite-dimensional cocycles at all. It is a simple, finitely generated, non-amenable
group which does not contain an isomorphic copy of F2. Let us assume Γ admits an
n-dimensional cocycle (H, α, b). As before, we construct a group homomorphism
π : Γ → Aff(Rn) ⊂ GLn+1(R). Since Γ is simple, we find that ker(π) is either {e}
or Γ, so that π must be injective because b is assumed to be non-trivial. Therefore,
we conclude as above by using that Γ is finitely generated and Tits alternative.
Our goal now is to present a brief analysis of the Ho¨rmander-Mihlin dimension
of finite groups. Given a finite group G equipped with an isometric action α : G→
Aut(H), we will say that α is weakly free if there exists η ∈ H such that αg(η) 6= η
for all g 6= e. Under these circumstances b(g) = αg(η)− η defines an injective inner
cocycle G → H. Taking H = ℓ2(G), the left action αg(δh) = δgh is weakly free.
This shows in particular that
HM-dim(G) ≤ |G|
for any finite group. This estimate seems quite rough for many groups, but we do
not know whether there exist finite groups of arbitrary large cardinality satisfying
HM-dim(G) & |G| up to some universal constant. Note in passing that this property
is opposite to factoriality since
HM-dim
(∏
k≥1
Gk
)
≤
∑
k≥1
HM-dim(Gk) <<
∣∣∣ ∏
k≥1
Gk
∣∣∣.
Problem 6.10. Find a family of finite groups (Gk)k≥1 with
|Gk| < |Gk+1| and lim
k→∞
HM-dim(Gk)
|Gk|γ > 0 for some 0 < γ ≤ 1.
Let us give two more examples with HM-dim(G) << |G|:
a) The cyclic abelian groups Zn satisfy
HM-dim(Z2) = 1 and HM-dim(Zn) = 2
for any n ≥ 3. Indeed, regarding Zn as the multiplicative group of n-th
roots of unity in T, g ∈ Zn 7→ g − 1 ∈ C defines an injective cocycle
implemented by the action αg(z) = gz. This shows that HM-dim(Z2) = 1
and HM-dim(Zn) ≤ 2. If HM-dim(Zn) = 1 for some n ≥ 3 there must exists
an isometric action Zn y R. If n is odd the action must be trivial, so that
b(gh) = b(g) + αg(b(h)) = b(g) + b(h) which gives nb(1) = b(n) = b(0) = 0
and thus we get a non-injective cocycle. When n is even, we may also
consider the action αg(z) = (−1)gz which implies b(g2) = b(g) + (−1)gb(g)
so that b(2) = 0. Thus, we get a non-injective cocycle unless n = 2.
b) Given Ω = {1, 2, . . . , n}, let Sn be its symmetric permutation group. If we
set H = ℓ2(Ω,C) the Hilbert space of functions Ω→ C, we have a natural
action αw(δk) = δw(k) for w ∈ Sn and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. This action is weakly
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free, since taking η =
∑n
k=1 e
2πik/nδk ⇒ αw(η) 6= η for w 6= idΩ. Thus
the map w 7→ αw(η) − η defines an injective cocycle and we have
HM-dim(Sn) ≤ dimR(ℓ2(Ω,C)) = 2n.
Moreover, since ℓ2(Ω,C) is equipped with its R-valued inner product
ψ(w) =
n∑
k=1
∣∣∣e2πiw(k)/n − e2πik/n∣∣∣2.
In fact, taking η =
∑
k kδk we might work with H = ℓ2(Ω,R) giving rise to
the estimate HM-dim(Sn) ≤ n. However, this choice leads to a less natural
length function ψ. On the other hand, there is another standard length
function given by the number of crossings of the permutation
ψ(w) =
∣∣∣{(i, j) ∣∣ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n s.t. w(i) > w(j)}∣∣∣.
This coincides with the minimal number of transpositions which are needed
to factorize w. As explained to us by Marek Boz˙ejko, this however leads to
a cocycle of dimension
(
n
2
)
= 12n(n− 1) >> n for n large.
c) What about Thompson, Coxeter, Dihedral... groups? Performing a similar
analysis for these other families of groups will provide explicit estimates
for the Lp-norm of Fourier multipliers in terms of our Ho¨rmander/Mihlin
smoothness conditions.
Appendix. An H1 − BMO duality
Let ψ : G → R+ be any length on some given discrete group G and denote by
Sψ = (Sψ,t)t≥0 the Markov semigroup λ(g) 7→ exp(−tψ(g))λ(g) on L(G). Define
H1(Sψ) as the completion of L◦2(Ĝ) with respect to the norm
‖f‖H1(Sψ) = sup
‖h‖BMOSψ
≤1
|τG(fh∗)|,
with operator space structure determined by ‖f‖Mk(H1(Sψ)) = ‖f‖CB(BMOSψ ,Mk).
The row/column analogues are defined similarly using the row/column forms of
BMOSψ instead. We will prove the following result.
Theorem A.1. The map
f ∈ BMOSψ 7→ φf ∈ H1(Sψ)∗
with φf densely defined by φf (h) = τG(f
∗h) for h ∈ L◦2(Ĝ) is a complete isomor-
phism.
Proof. We will first consider the column case
Hc1(Sψ)∗ = BMOcSψ ,
the row case follows by a similar argument. The inclusion BMOcSψ ⊂ Hc1(Sψ)∗ is
trivially contractive from the definition of Hc1(Sψ). On the other hand, note that
for any f ∈ BMOcSψ ⊂ L◦2(Ĝ), we have limt→∞ ‖Stf‖2 = 0. Hence, given any δ > 0
we may pick a large t > 0 satisfying
τG(|f |2) = τG(Sψ,t|f |2) ≤ (1 + δ)τG
(
Sψ,t|f |2 − |Sψ,tf |2
) ≤ (1 + δ)‖f‖2BMOcSψ .
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This proves that ‖f‖2 ≤ ‖f‖BMOcSψ , which implies
L◦2(Ĝ) ⊂ Hc1(Sψ)
contractively. In particular, any φ ∈ Hc1(Sψ)∗ is a linear functional on L◦2(Ĝ) and
φ(h) = τG(f
∗h) = φf (h)
for some f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ) and all h ∈ L◦2(Ĝ). We need to show that f ∈ BMOcSψ . For this
purpose, we will require a minimal amount of Lp-module theory. Given 1 ≤ p <∞
recall that Lp(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) is the closure of algebraic tensors z =
∑m
j=1 aj ⊗ bj
with respect to the norm
‖z‖p,ψ,t =
(
τG
(〈z, z〉 p2ψ,t)) 1p ,
where the Hilbert module bracket is given by〈∑
j
aj ⊗ bj ,
∑
k
a′k ⊗ b′k
〉
ψ,t
=
∑
j,k
b∗jSψ,t(a
∗
ja
′
k)b
′
k.
When p = ∞, Lp(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) is the closure of algebraic tensors with respect
to the strong operator topology determined by the seminorms ϕ(〈z, z〉ψ,t) with
ϕ ∈ L(G)∗. We refer to [36, 54] for the following facts
i) L∞(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) is the dual space of L1(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)).
ii) Given 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the Lp-module Lp(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) is isomorphic to
a complemented subspace of the column space Lp(L(G); ℓc2(I)) for some
index set I.
In particular, given x ∈ L2(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) it will belong to the unit ball of
L∞(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) provided |τG(〈x, z〉ψ,t)| ≤ 1 for all z =
∑m
j=1 aj ⊗ bj with
‖z‖1,ψ,t ≤ 1. Let
ut(f) = f ⊗ 1− 1⊗ Sψ,t(f)
for f ∈ Lp(Ĝ) so that〈
ut(f), ut(f)
〉
ψ,t
= Sψ,t(f
∗f)− Sψ,t(f)∗Sψ,t(f).
It is clear that ut : L
◦
p(Ĝ)→ Lp(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) for 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Moreover
τG
(〈ut(f), z〉ψ,t) = ∑
j
τG
(
Sψ,t(f
∗aj)bj
)− τG(Sψ,t(f∗)Sψ,t(aj)bj)
=
∑
j
τG
(
f∗(ajSψ,t(bj)− Sψ,t(Sψ,t(aj)bj))
)
= τG(f
∗u∗t (z)),
for any z =
∑m
j=1 aj ⊗ bj, with u∗t (z) =
∑
j ajSψ,t(bj)−Sψ,t(Sψ,t(aj)bj)). In fact if
Π denotes the L2-projection onto kerAψ,2, we have Π(f) = 0 since f is a mean-zero
element. This implies that
τG
(〈ut(f), z〉ψ,t) = τG(f∗(1−Π)u∗t (z)).
Applying this identity to all f ∈ BMOcSψ ⊂ L◦2(Ĝ), we see that
(1−Π)u∗t (z) ∈ Hc1(Sψ) and
∥∥(1−Π)u∗t (z)∥∥Hc1(Sψ) ≤ ‖z‖1,ψ,t
for all z ∈ ∑mj=1 aj ⊗ bj and all m ∈ N. Now we are ready to go back to the
proof. Namely, we have φ = φf ∈ Hc1(Sψ)∗ and we are interested in showing
that f ∈ BMOcSψ . Since f ∈ L2(Ĝ) we know that ut(f) ∈ L2(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G))
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and applying our identity above to f and z =
∑m
j=1 aj ⊗ bj in the unit ball of
L1(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)), we get∣∣τG(〈ut(f), z〉ψ,t)∣∣ = ∣∣τG(f∗(1−Π)u∗t (z))∣∣ ≤ sup
h∈L◦2(Ĝ)
‖h‖Hc
1
(Sψ)≤1
|τG(f∗h)|.
By the density of L◦2(Ĝ) in H
c
1(Sψ) and of algebraic tensors in L1(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G))
‖f‖BMOcSψ = supt>0 ‖ut(f)‖∞,ψ,t ≤ ‖φf‖H
c
1(Sψ)
∗ .
The same proof works in the operator space setting after matrix amplification. We
may similarly define Hr1 (Sψ) taking adjoints. Let us now consider the direct sum
X = L◦2(Ĝ)⊕L◦2(Ĝ) as a subspace ofHr1 (Sψ)⊕Hc1(Sψ). Since L◦2(Ĝ) is contractively
contained and dense in both spaces, we may define the sum
Hr1 (Sψ) +Hc1(Sψ)
as the completion of X/∆ where ∆ =
{
(f,−f) : f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ)
}
. It is clear that L◦2(Ĝ)
is dense in the sum. Moreover, as a consequence of our row/column duality results,
it turns out that the dual of this sum is BMOSψ = BMO
r
Sψ
∩ BMOcSψ . Finally,
these properties imply that H1(Sψ) = Hr1 (Sψ) +Hc1(Sψ). 
Remark A.2. The duality result above holds in the general setting of semigroup
type BMO spaces over finite von Neumann algebras, although we have preferred to
adapt the terminology to the one used in this paper.
Remark A.3. The space 1⊗L(G) ⊂ L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G) is a L(G)-right module and
there exists a completely bounded projection P : L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)→ 1⊗L(G) given
by a⊗ b 7→ 1⊗ St(a)b. Consider the set Ac,t of elements
ξ =
m∑
j=1
ajSψ,t(bj)− Sψ,t(Sψ,t(aj)bj) ∈ L◦2(Ĝ)
with aj , bj ∈ L2(Ĝ) and such that∥∥∥ m∑
j=1
aj ⊗ bj
∥∥∥
1,ψ,t
≤ 1.
Note that Ac,t is the image of the unit ball in L1(L(G)⊗¯Sψ,tL(G)) via u∗t . Let
Ac =
⋃
t>0
Ac,t.
As in Theorem A.1, we then see that Ac is norming for BMO
c
Sψ
. Given h ∈ L◦2(Ĝ),
define
‖h‖Hc1,at(Sψ) = inf
{∑
k
|λk| : h =
∑
k
λkξk, ξk ∈ Ac
}
,
and let Hc1,at(Sψ) denote the completion of L◦2(Ĝ) with respect to the atomic norm
given above. The convergence in the identity h =
∑
k λkξk is understood in the L2
norm. Then we have an isometric isomorphism
f ∈ BMOcSψ 7→ φf ∈ Hc1,at(Sψ)∗.
Indeed, since Ac is norming for BMO
c
Sψ
we easily obtain an isometric embedding
BMOcSψ →֒ Hc1,at(Sψ)∗. To prove that it is surjective, it suffices to show that every
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φ ∈ Hc1,at(Sψ)∗ arises as φ = φf for some f ∈ BMOcSψ . Arguing as in the proof of
Theorem A.1, it reduces to show that
L◦2(Ĝ) ⊂ Hc1,at(Sψ)
contractively. For f ∈ L◦2(G) we have
‖f ⊗ 1‖1,ψ,t ≤
∥∥Sψ,t(f∗f) 12 ∥∥1 ≤ ∥∥Sψ,t(f∗f) 12∥∥2 ≤ ‖f‖2,
and
u∗t (f ⊗ 1) = f − Sψ,t(Sψ,t(f)) = f − Sψ,2t(f).
Applying this to t/2 we get
‖f − Sψ,t(f)‖Hc1,at(Sψ) ≤ ‖f‖2.
Now, since f ∈ L◦2(Ĝ), we may fix tk →∞ such that ‖Sψ,tk(f)‖2 ≤ 2−kε. Thus∥∥Sψ,tk(f)− Sψ,tk+1(f)∥∥Hc1,at(Sψ)
=
∥∥Sψ,tk(f)− Sψ,tk+1−tk(Sψ,tk(f))∥∥Hc1,at(Sψ) ≤ ‖Sψ,tk(f)‖2 ≤ ε2−k.
This implies
‖f‖Hc1,at(Sψ)
≤ ∥∥f − Sψ,t1(f)∥∥Hc1,at(Sψ) +∑
k≥1
∥∥Sψ,tk(f)− Sψ,tk+1(f)∥∥Hc1,at(Sψ) ≤ (1 + ε)‖f‖2.
Letting ε→ 0+ we complete the proof. This gives the atomic description forHc1(Sψ)
and combining row and column atoms also for H1(Sψ) = Hr1 (Sψ) +Hc1(Sψ).
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